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An Ethnography of Mexican Migrants in Corvallis, Oregon:
Linguistic and Social Isolation

CHAPTER I

Mexican Migration to Corvallis, Oregon: an introduction

Adult Mexican migrants living in Benton County, Oregon, were the focus of my

ethnographic research conducted between March and October 1991. The primary goal

of this research is to describe the migrant experience in Oregon, and, more specifically,

to gather information on communication difficulties with the English-speaking

population of Corvallis. A review of the related literature indicated few anthropological

studies of migrants to the Pacific Northwest. In addition, the literature on migrants'

personal feelings toward the English language and the learning of English is deficient.

Past studies tended to be statistically oriented, concerned mainly with quantifiable

economic and socio-demographic data. Studies that examine personal perceptions of the

factors which ultimately influence cultural and linguistic adaptation to life in the United

States are inadequate.

Mexicans represent a growing section of the Hispanic population both nationwide

and in the Pacific Northwest. Arriving in Oregon with little or no English language

proficiency, they must develop methods to survive in a predominantly English-speaking

region. Such methods sometimes involve trying to learn English through curricular

programs like English as a Second Language (ESL) classes or through bilingual

acquaintances willing to share linguistic knowledge. Other peoplechoose not to enroll

in classes and do not seem motivated to learn English (see Watson-Gegeo 1988; Hayes

1989). Consider the plethora of difficulties that arises when one cannot communicate

outside of a linguistically, socially, and economically isolated community.
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Adjustment to life in the United States is achieved through a variety of strategies,

which, if collectively aggregated and shared, can form a source of communal knowledge

(Vélez-Ibáiiez 1988). In this way, the community can develop a pool of linguistic and

cultural resources, which modified over time, are helpful to new arrivals. Members of

the community can choose options accordingly. There is, therefore, both a

heterogeneity and dynamic dimension to cultural adaptation in that one individual's

adaptive strategy may differ from another's. Although strategies are restricted and

influenced by macrolevel politico-economic forces, individual interpretations and

"specific enactments" of a particular response reflect the rich diversity of the migrant

experience (Rouse 1989:311).

An insight into the macrolevel forces guiding individual experiences is essential to

a clearer understanding of the migrant lifestyle.

An awareness of the macrolevel enables us to appreciate that we
are not isolated actors, each independently creating our own script.
Rather we are conscious players on a common stage not of our
own making (Singer 1990:185).

The migrant population in Corvallis is unified both by shared underlying cultural

characteristics and by a common language. Hoffman (1989:119) maintains that "cultural

adaptation, acculturation and cultural change among members of a cultural minority

group inevitably affect and are affected by the ways language is used by the members of

a community." In the case of these Mexicans, a cultural "separateness" from the

dominant "other" is reinforced through the pervasive use of the Spanish language.

Spanish at once binds the community and impedes the process of "deculturation" or a

"cultural stripping away" that often accompanies acculturation and assimilation into the

dominant society (Rosaldo 1988:81).

Research suggests that communication difficulties with members of the English-

speaking community are compounded by differences in cultural values from that society.
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Located in the heart of the Willamette Valley, Corvallis is situated between the Cascade

Range to the east and the Coast Range to the west. In 1992, the small city of Corvallis

had a population of approximately 44,700. Home to Oregon State University,

Corvallis attracts a multicultural and multilingual student body and faculty. However,

the vast majority of residents are Anglo-American monolingual English-speakers.

Because of its proximity to fertile farmland, (i.e. cherry and apple orchards; strawbeny

and blueberry fields; and Christmas tree farms) Corvallis provides an ideal homebase for

migrants seeking paid labor in the agricultural sector. Descriptive studies such as the

one presented in this thesis will enhance our understanding of the complex relationship

between language and culture and the power this relationship has in shaping individual

experiences in communities like Corvallis.

Bathers restricting accessibility to social, legal, and medical services are clearly

linked to linguistic capabilities. However, an unexpected factor deterring Mexicans'

utilization of the U.S. social service system is related to negative perceptions of the

social service and legal system in Mexico. In addition, a conflict between these peoples'

cultural values and the dominant value system that operates within the United States

aggravates negative perceptions of the accessibility of social services within the United

States. Perceptions of the inaccessibility of U.S. social, legal, and health care systems

grow out of underlying feelings of distrust and dissatisfaction associated with the

Mexican social service system. Magnified by confusion about how the U.S. system

works and an unfamiliarity with ways to use those services, negative perceptions

inhibit and discourage attempts to utilize available services.

In order to appreciate perceptions and interpretations of life in the United States we

must first explore the experiences unique to the migrant population. Ethnography

provides a methodology to help refine and define our construction of day-to-day

experiences. Clifford describes ethnography as:

actively situated between powerful systems of meaning. It poses its
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questions at the boundaries of civilizations, cultures, classes, races,
and genders. Ethnography decodes and recodes, telling the grounds

of collective order and diversity, inclusion and exclusion. It

describes processes of innovation and structuration, and is itself part

of these processes (1986:2-3).

This study builds on Clifford's (1986) defintion of ethnography by including the voice

of the migrant so as to allow the observed participant a more active role in the

ethnographic process.

The ensuing section of this chapter details the ethnographic methods and materials

I used to study migrants' experiences. In addition, in order to explore the macrolevel

processes influential in the structuring of lifestyles, I also use this chapter to review

U.S. immigration policy since 1940 designed to control Mexican migration to the United

States. I then focus on migration to the Pacific Northwest. This overview is helpful in

establishing the politico-economic foundations that define the context in which

experiences are shaped and played out.

Chapter II describes the migrant lifestyle through an integration of my

interpretations of their experiences with migrants' explanations of their own

experiences. It includes a short summary of responses to the semi-structured interview

that I used during the initial stages of my research. Chapter II also investigates various

linguistic and cultural variables that pertain to real and perceived communication

bathers. This provides a starting point from which the more comprehensive case

studies presented in Chapter III are developed. The case studies compare and contrast

three individuals' experiences that illustrate diversity and uniformity within the

community.

I conclude with a discussion of the relationship between language, culture and

power and use that relationship as a guide in helping to understand problems

encountered by these people. Recommendations and suggestions helpful to state agency

coordinators working with the migrant population are offered as well. This study
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shows that ethnographic methods do provide information that can be used effectively to

meet the needs of local migrants. According to Slatta and Atkinson, policy-oriented

research

should address the.. .barriers in employment and life opportunities
that still confront the Spanish origin population. The social
history of this group is still a wide open field" (1984:116).

Exploring the influence of the relationship between language and culture on the

accessibility of available services is integral to the design of more user-friendly services

and programs developed for this population. Through ethnography, detailed case

studies and supplemental research of the related literature, this thesis expands the

linguistic and cultural perspective on the migrant experience in Oregon.

Ethnographic Methods

In an effort to obtain detailed information on experiences in Corvallis, I relied

mostly on participant observation and semi-structured interviewing during my fieldwork

between March and October 1991. Casual conversations with members of the

community enriched my data and provided me with important knowledge that I could

never have collected in more structured interview sessions.

Establishing a sample population from the local migrant population proved

difficult. Most people live in clustered groups of undocumented and documented

individuals. Documented individuals have official immigration papers that grant them

legal status while residing in the United States. Undocumented individuals lack official

immigration documentation and live in the United States illegally. As a consequence of

this situation, they have a pervasive fear of immigration officials, police, and other

inquisitive English-speaking strangers. This apprehension exacerbates any inherent

reluctance to be interviewed.

Ultimately, however, 17 Mexicans agreed to complete a semi-structured interview
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which was conducted orally in Spanish. Over the course of this research, I spoke with

approximately 10 more people but did not ask them to participate in the semi-structured

interview. The interview was based on a review of the relevant literature as well as

conversations with Bonnie Glass-Coffin, Director of the Immigration Assistance Office,

and Dr. Joan Gross. I decided to begin my research with a semi-structured interview

both to enable me to gather some general data and to provide structure for my initial

meetings. The semi-structured interview functioned as a tool of ethnographic research as

well as an "ice-breaker" in often awkward first encounters. It was useful for me as an

outsider to have an outline to follow and some tangible task to fulfill that explained my

presence.

However, I continued to modify the format of the interview as I became more

attuned to specific problems and questions. Once I established my position within the

community, I stopped using the semi-structured interview as I collected more elaborate

data just by talking casually with people. Therefore, because the body of the interview

was not consistent throughout my study, I do not perform any statistical analysis.

Rather, background data obtained from the interviews are used to supplement the more

extensive information gleaned from casual conversations and participant observation

(see Bernard 1988). The fmal Spanish and English versions of the questionnaire I

would use in future research can be found in Appendix A and B. I chose to include a

copy of the fmalized questionnaire because it represents a product of this study. It is my

hope that the questionnaire will serve as a point of departure for others undertaking

similar research projects.

The ethnographer, according to Spradley and McCurdy, "listens, observes and

participates in order to understand how people define their experience" (1972:81). On

some occasions, I was able to increase my listening ability by using a tape-recorder, but

the majority of my data come from field notes taken after each day of fieldwork. During
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one interview, I asked my key consultant to complete the semi-structured interview.

This individual elaborated on many of his answers so that I was thankful that he had

agreed to the use of a tape-recorder. When the tape-recorder made people

uncomfortable, I switched to note-taldng. After the first month of this research I no

longer used the tape-recorder. I found that the presence of the tape-recorder frequently

created barriers of suspicion when I needed to develop bonds of trust.

Participant observation with several families added depth to this investigation.

This methodology allowed me to become, over time, less of an "outsider" and more an

"insider" within the local community (Rouse 1989:40). Becoming an insider facilitated

the development of conflanza-based relationships with different migrants. "Confianza

is the underlying base of reciprocity of all types in both dyadic and multiple social

relationships of specific social networks" (Alvarez 1987:57). I was able to cultivate a

culturally significant trust and also a familiarity with one family that furthered my

acceptance within the community.

Familiarity, however, can also result in problems associated with the breakdown

of formal and structured patterns for social interaction. As a female researcher, I sought

to maintain certain social and spatial distances from my male informants. The amount of

time that I spent within a predominantly male population gave me ample opportunities to

record the variety of experiences shaping the migrants' lives. Yet, there were also

incidents when I felt uncomfortable in my role as ethnographer. Although I tried to be

as candid as possible about my intentions as a student of anthropology, my position as

ethnographer was not well understood. The resulting ambiguity created a sense of

confusion regarding my status.

Many of the migrant women were already married at my age, which at the time of

this research was 24. Because of this, I was perceived by both the women and men as

an anomaly: I simply failed to fit into their culturally constructed categories for gender
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roles (see Warren 1988; Whitehead & Conaway 1986). As a result, there were no

mutually acknowledged codes of behavior that could be employed during interactions

between myself and my male informants. I tended to act according to my culturally

based value systema system not accessible to these men. My efforts to define

sexually appropriate dialogue were hindered by a confusion concerning my social

position and inequities in our understanding of the subtleties and innuendos regarding

language usage.

I was interested in establishing rapport with both men and women and was,

therefore, a participant in a script that occasionally made me uneasy but whose text

frequently contained useful data. Rouse describes the inconsistencies in "ways of

speaking" that characterize ethnographer-informant relationships:

clearly, however, the manner in which people speak can vary
significantly according to the way in which they construe their
relationship to the person with whom they are talking (1989:40).

In chosing to weave my experiences as ethnographer throughout this thesis and to

incorporate my interpretations of experiences, I am acknowledging my perceptions as

integral components to the ethnographic process (see Clifford & Marcus 1986). This

selected mode of presentation reflects my effort to record not only the experiences of the

migrant but also the "social and subjective experience of the inquirer" (Turner 1986:33).

In essence, as Turner (1986:33) describes, this thesis "ultimately brings] everything to

the test of self, everything observed is learned ultimately on his or herpulses."

U. S. Immigration Policy (1940-present)

The following overview of U.S. policy concerning Mexican immigration provides

a broader understanding of the dynamic political and economic environment that

structures the context of migration to the United States. The U.S. government's

attitude towards Mexican migration has fluctuated greatly over the past 50 years.
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Through the 1940s and 1950s labor was sanctioned by the U. S. government and

augmented the American workforce particularly during wartime. However, as economic

conditions in the United States worsened in the late 1960s and 1970s, so too did the

politico-economic climate for migration. The recession of the 1970s heightened

peoples' awareness of an increasing immigrant labor force and resulted in a desire to

purge the nation of immigrants who were thought to be taking jobs away from

Americans. This feeling persisted throughout the 1980s and escalated dramatically

when census figures indicated that ifiegal migration from Mexico was continuing at a

rapid pace. In 1986, Congress reacted to growing political pressure and passed the

Immigration Reform and Control Act. In general, over the past 50 years, migrants have

found only minimal acceptance within U.S. society during times of labor shortages.

World War II resulted in a shortage of agricultural labor during a period when

production demands were extremely high. On August 4, 1942, in response to the

growing need for more farm workers, the U. S. and Mexican governments agreed to the

use of Mexican labor on U.S. farms. The 1942 agreement, although slightly modified

several times, ultimately established the foundations for the institutionalized importation

of braceros through 1964. Craig defines the term "bracero" as one who works with his

arms or a "field hand" (197 1:36-39).

The close of World War II prompted a series of changes in the original provisions

of the Bracero Program but those changes sustained the flow of labor into U. S. farms.

In 1964, the fmal version of the Bracero Program expired and its demise resulted in the

termination of government sponsored importation of Mexican field workers.

Interestingly, Massey argues that,

undocumented migration initially developed among men with prior
Bracero experience, whose knowledge, contacts and experience
enabled them to go north with some assurance of finding work
(1986:107).
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More than 4.5 million Mexican nationals were legally contracted as farm laborers during

the twenty-two years of government-sanctioned use of Mexican labor (Craigl97l:ix).

According to Heer, the 1980 census estimated more than 1.1 million

undocumented Mexican individuals living in the United States (Heer 1990). The 1980

statistics on illegal Mexican immigration stimulated pressure for a policy that would both

stop the flow of illegal immigration into the United States and reduce the number of

undocumented people already in residence. The U.S. Congress responded with the

passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. The 1986 Act was a

reaction to a nationally perceived need to cleanse the country of "aliens." By fostering a

negative image of the migrant, this act continues to influence the context of life for

Mexicans in the United States. Negative, stereotypical images are intensified through the

use of language like "illegal alien." Although racism against immigrants is on the rise, a

poor standard of living continues to push Mexican nationals north into the United States

(Davidson 1990).

Because the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 has beenchanged a

number of times since its relatively recent inception, many local social and legal services

are confused about the immigration laws. This confusion makes it difficult to serve

properly migrants who know even less about their rights under these laws. The following

section provides some insight into just how perplexing the immigration laws can be.

What is clear, however, is that the Mexican now enters a more hostile stage as an

unwanted character whose part is given minimal, and often negative, coverage and whose

public voice does not grow above a whisper.

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 allowed individuals to legalize

their status if they had resided continuously in the United States since January 1, 1982,
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the Special Agricultural Workers Program (SAW), granted undocumented farm laborers

who worked for at least 90 days between April 30, 1985 and May 1, 1986 the right to

legalize their status as well. There were numerous difficulties facing monolingual

Spanish-speaking farmworkers trying to prove they had lived here continuously for 90

days. Migrants encountered problems attempting to claim eligibility under thenew laws

as they lacked substantial proof of their residency (Glass-Coffin 1991 :personal

communication).

The 1986 Act also made it unlawful for employers to knowingly hire illegal

workers, a stipulation which essentially transformed employers into a sort of border

police. In theory, 50 percent of all illegal workers would be forced to leave the country

because they would no longer be able to obtain jobs legally. The other 50 percent would

be legalized and thus the problem of undocumented aliens would be resolved (Heer

1990:4-7). In reality, however, migration from Mexico continues as more Mexicans

enter the periphery of the "Core" (United States) hoping to escape poor economic

conditions in the "Periphery" (Mexico) (Galtung 1980).

The Special Agricultural Workers program, "is intended to benefit farm employers

who previously employed illegal aliens" (Duffield, Morehart, Coltrane 1989:3).

Because most individuals eligible for the Special Agricultural Workers program lack the

language skills and education necessary to secure other types of employment, many are

expected to continue in the agricultural sector after legalizing their status. However,

these workers are not required by law to do so. In the event that an excess of SAW

workers moves into other industries, a provision of the Special Agricultural Workers

agreement, referred to as the Replenishment Agricultural Workers Act, stipulates that a

portion of those workers be replaced by new migrants each fiscal year from 1990

through 1993 (Duffield, Morehart, Cohrane 1989).

In order to avoid deportation, newly imported "replenishment" workers must
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work in designated crops for at least 90 days per year during each of the first three years

of residence in the United States. To qualify for citizenship, Replenishment Agricultural

Workers need to work a minimum of 90 days out of the year in specific crops for two

a1ditional years. Foreign workers imported after 1993 will be required to return to their

native country once contracts expire (Duffleld, Morehart, Coltrane 1989).

Growers in Oregon are concerned about a potential shortage of farm laborers. A

fear that legalized immigrants will seek higher paying jobs is permeating the farming

industry nationwide. In addition, the Replenishment Agricultural Workers program will

only be put into effect if the government identifies a need for more foreign workers.

The federal government has not yet declared a shortage of laborers. Because the

Replenishment Agricultural Workers provision terminates in 1993, U.S. growers are

worried about the future of their crops. As a result, some growers have started reducing

crop sizes (McCarthy 1991).

The 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act holds growers responsible for

hiring illegal laborers. However, false identification can be easily obtained through

mail- order companies or from farm contractors who act as "middlemen" for growers.

Growers, although required to check for documentation, cannot be held accountable for

accepting well-forged identification (Golden 1991:A28). According to McCarthy

(1991), of the 112,707 Hispanics reported from 1990 census figures to be living in

Oregon, half are estimated to have been illegal workers.

In Oregon, 3,000 people, compared with 1.2 million nationwide, applied for

temporary legal alien status under the amnesty program. Of the 1 million individuals

applying under the Special Agricultural Workers program, 30,000 were applicants

residing in Oregon but only 6,000 of the Oregon applicants have been denied legal status

or are still waiting to be informed of their status. In order to qualify for temporary

resident status, eligible amnesty candidates needed to apply between May 1987 and May
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1988. Individuals applying through the Special Agricultural Workers program had from

between June 1987 and November 30, 1988 to apply. Ninety-four percent of all

applicants in Oregon were of Mexican origin and, of these, 80 percent were male

(McCarthy 1991). Mexican nationals comprised 2.3 million of the 3.1 million

applicants in the United States (Heer 1990).

The temporary resident alien status granted under the 1986 Immigration Act allows

people to live and work legally in the United States but does not provide for benefits

from federally funded means-tested programs such as welfare and foodstamps. After a

year and a half of residency , legalized amnesty individuals become eligibile to begin the

application process for permanent resident alien status. Permanent resident alien status

can be obtained only if an individual demonstrates aminimal knowledge of English,

U.S. History and Government and proof of study in the English language of History

and Government (Heer 1990). This can be achieved by either passing the test for

permanent residency designed under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986

or obtaining a Certificate of Satisfactory Pursuit upon completion of 40 hours of

instruction in English.

In order to fund appropriate legalization services, the federal government

developed the State Legalization Impact Assistance Grant. These monies were

distributed to institutions classified as Qualified Designated Entities. The local Linn-

Benton Community College was a Qualified Designated Entity that received federally

authorized funding to provide necessary educational services. Bonnie Glass-Coffin,

the Director of the Immigration Assistance Office in 1990-91, reported that Linn-Benton

Community College processed 415 applications during the initial phase of the residency

application process. According to Glass-Coffin, "all 415 applicants were Hispanic and

the overwhelming majority were of Mexican origin" (1991:personal communication).

With monies provided by the State Legalization Impact Assistance Grant, Linn-
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Benton Community College offers free English language and Adult Basic Education

classes to assist the amnesty population in meeting their language and civic

requirements. Although the Special Agricultural Worker Programdoes not require that

individuals meet language requirements in order to qualify for permanent resident alien

status, they are encouraged and allowed to participate. In Oregon, most of the 3,000

individuals who applied under the amnesty program enrolled in the appropriate classes.

However, since 1988, 17,000 Special Agricultural Workers in Oregon also enrolled in

the language classes (McCarthy 1991).

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 made no special provisions for

family reunification. A newly legalized individual cannot legalize his/her children or

spouse. Rather, those individuals must apply for their own legal status (Glass-Coffin

1991 :personal communication). This aspect of the law poses a serious dilemma for

migrant families, particularly since the current trend in Mexican migration is more family

or group orientated than it has been in the past (Heer 1990). Douglas Massey

maintains, "migrants do not go north alone, but travel in groups composed of relatives,

neighbors, and friends" (1986:104). Chavez (1988) claims that the Mexican migrant

family is more apt to remain as long-term residents in the United States than is the

single-male worker who sustains stronger economic and social connections with

relations in Mexico.

The issue of legality is further complicated by what Chavez (1988) calls the

binational family. If the migrant couple is undocumented and their children are born in

the United States, those children are U.S. citizens. In this country, access to higher

education, health care and employment services is contigent upon legal status. The

rights of an immigrant family comprised of legal and illegal members remain ambiguous

and present policy-makers with difficult questions (Chavez 1988:95-96). Chavez

suggests that we conceptualize long-term undocumented Mexicans as immigrants and
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willingly leave the United States to return to live in Mexico (Chavez 1988).

On October 1, 1991, a new, although limited, national immigration law came into

effect. The law guarantees family reunification for a small number of immigrant families

by providing for an increase in visas for family members as well as the number of

individuals allowed into the United States from other countries (McCarthy 1991).

Spouses and minor children of a small percentage of permanent resident aliens will

receive visas. Only 55,000 new visas nationwide will be processed per year, these can

be obtained exclusively by families who have resided in the United States since before

May 4, 1988 (McCarthy 1991).

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 did not stop illegal migration

from Mexico. Legalized migrants are drawing illegal relatives into the United States

despite efforts to control the border. Oregon can expect a consistent pattern of growth in

its migrant population, a fact that is reflected in the increasing number of migrant

children enrolled in Oregon public schools. Public schools are mandated by state law to

accept all students; as such Oregon ranks seventh in the nation in the number of enrolled

migrant children. In 1990, Oregon schools enrolled 22 percent more migrant children

than the year before (McCarthy 1991).

Economic conditions in Mexico continue to push people northward in search of

better lives for themselves and their loved ones. Although inflation is down and

economic growth has risen 4 percent a year in Mexico, "44 million Mexicans still qualify

as impoverished" (Golden 199 1:A28). Mexico suffers from high levels of

underemployment; its real wages approximate those of 1980, and "on average, Mexico

pays its workers one-eighth what they can earn in the United States" (Golden

199 1:A28). In addition to Mexico's economic woes, new legislation that permits

peasants to sell communal property coincides with the end of governmental

subsidization of corn farming (Golden 199 1:A28). Given these conditions, migration to
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the United States is not likely to diminish in the near future (Davidson 1990).

Consequently, many families continue to live in groups of undocumented and

documented individuals while in the United States. Clearly, confusion over immigration

laws and legal status will need to be clarified. Public policy must begin to address the

concerns of the "binational family" if the complexity of the situation is to be reduced.

Mexican Migration to the Pacific Northwest

The Pacific Northwest is frequently overlooked by studies focusing on migration

to the United States from Mexico. Much of the socio-demographic information on

Mexicans centers on California and areas in the southwestern United States (Gamboa

1981:121). However, according to Slatta and Atkinson (1984), in 1980 Washington

ranked fourteenth in the nation in numbers of Hispanic residents, and, together

Washington and Oregon were home to 185,863 Hispanic individuals. This figure

reflects a 76.5 percent increase in the Hispanic population in the Pacific Northwest

between 1970 to 1980 and makes Hispanics the largest ethnic minority group in the

Pacific Northwest. Slain and Atkinson argue that, "the Spanish-origin population in

Oregon and Washington has become a major topic for regional study" (Slatta &

Atkinson 1984:116).

Mexican migration to the Pacific Northwest is not a recent phenomenon. Gamboa

maintains that people migrated to the Northwest as early as the 1 800s (Gamboa

1981:121). During the twentieth century, migration to Oregon and Washington was

fueled by wartime labor shortages. From 1942-1947, 39,000 men were contracted by

the U.S. government to work in the agricultural sector of the Northwest (Slatta &

Atkinson 1984). Under the auspices of the Bracero Program (1942-1964), the practice

of importing temporary Mexican labor was institutionalized and the Pacific Northwest

received its percentage of Mexican farmworkers. Gamboa (1981) claimed that the
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Yakima valley of Washington was heavily dependent on Mexican labor in 1948 and

again in 1951. In 1945, Oregon received 5 percent of the total number of braceros

brought to the United States, Washington 6 percent and Idaho 4 percent (Gamboa

1981:124).

Regional growth in the Hispanic population is reflected in preliminary data from

the 1990 census. In 1990, 112,707 Hispanics resided in Oregon while in Washington

the Hispanic population climbed to 214,570 personsup 75% from a combined total of

185,863 from both states ten years before. In Benton County, Oregon, the federal

census material indicates a total Hispanic population of 1,735. Of these Hispanics, 1,

234 live in the city of Corvallis and 892 are over 18 years of age (U.S. Department of

Commerce; Bureau of the Census 1990). My key consultant knew of approximately 55

Mexicans in Corvallis. In addition, in order to cater to a growing Spanish-speaking

population, Spanish language programs currently air on several radio stations in

Oregon. These include KWRC-AM, Woodburn, KOAC-FM, Salem, KUIK-AM,

Hilisboro and at least 3 stations in Portland.

The predominance of Mexican Hispanics in the Pacific Northwest is well

documented by Slatta and Atkinson (1984). According to their study, "the group

(Hispanics) is predominantly of Mexican origin, with much smaller numbers of Cubans,

Puerto Ricans, and other immigrants from Latin America" (Slatta & Atkinson

1984:109). 23,828 of the individuals who obtained legal status in Oregon under the

Immigration Refonn and Control Act of 1986 were Mexican nationals (McCarthy 1991).

Frequent changes to an immigration law that initially was not well understood have

made the legalization process for migrants less than smooth. Many people still do not

have the appropriate paperwork or documentation because American legal and social

services do not have adequate information concerning the rights of the migrant. The ill-

defined rights of the binational family and general misunderstandings concerning legal
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status, in conjunction with the difficulty involved in achieving language and education

requirements, form a precarious foundation from which communication problems with

the English-speaking public develop.

Mexican migration to the Pacific Northwest will continue to grow. My key

consultant told me that he believed "hundreds more Mexicans will arrive in Corvallis

next season." An Oregon State University survey indicated a substantial increase in

foreign migrants in the agricultural workforce in Oregon. According to the survey,

approximately 79 percent of Oregon's strawberries are currently harvested by foreign

workersthis is up 24 percent from 1987 (Floyd 1992:29). The implication of a

national immigration policy aimed primarily at stopping Mexicans is that the immigrant

is only accepted in the United States when needed to work in U.S. fields. If, as my

informant has suggested, more people arrive in Corvallis next season, what difficulties

can those new people expect to encounter and how can we better prepare to assist them?

The succeeding chapter discusses some of the communication problems that

migrants encountered in Corvallis during my research in 1991. Bearing in mind the

complexity of the immigration laws that attempt to regulate both the influx of newcomers

and the lifestyles once in the United States, their communication difficulties are

indicative not only of confusion concerning the U.S. system but also the ability of the

dominant society to manipulate that confusion to maintain "separateness."

Spatial separateness is becoming a thing of the past as technology erodes the

geographic boundaries and barriers that once delineated communitieswe now inhabit a

"postmodern space" or global community linked by computerized communication

networks and air travel (Jameson 1982). Today, ideological barriers are simultaneously

destroyed and rebuilt in new formscarved largely out of the dominant society's

perceived need to protect its monopoly on power and wealthand controlled through

discourse that excludes and discriminates against the less powerful. My hope in

presenting the experiences of these Mexicans is to develop an appreciation for their



difficulties and thereby make it easier for new arrivals to adjust in a more

ethnosensitive1 environment (Baugh 1983).

1 Baugh describes ethnosensitivity as a sensitivity to and awareness of the different cultural values,

beliefs and cultural orientation of members of a distinct cultural group. See Baugh (1983) chapter III

for a more detailed description.
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CHAPTER II

Linguistic and Social Isolation: Effects On Communication

This chapter focuses on the communication problems that result from cultural and

linguistic differences between migrants and the English-speaking population of

Corvallis. I have attempted to incorporate a "critical" approach and perspective to this

discussion. Singer underscores the importance of critical research:

critical research unveils microlevel reproduction and reinforcement
of broader structural patterns in society. Consequently, research
must be directed at clarifying the manner, form and degree to
which macroprocesses are manifested at the microlevel
(1990:182).

Rouse (1989:5) defines the United States as a "core part of the international

system" and Mexico as "an integral part of its periphery." The communication problems

experienced by migrants reflect the control and domination that powerful "core"

capitalist societies assert over members of the periphery. We might be tempted to

conclude that migrants escape peripheral subordination in becoming active members of

the core through paid participation in farm labor. That conclusion, however, would be

sadly incorrect. Applying Gaining's (1980) structural theory of imperialism to the

migrant situation we can see that not only are migrants members of the Periphery

(Mexico) but they are also members of the Periphery's periphery. In entering the Core

(United States), they are further ostracized by the antagonism of other members of the

Core's periphery in competition for similar economic and social gain. Migrants remain

on the periphery of American society, isolated by linguistic, social and economic factors

that constrict their participation in the Core (Browning & de la Garza 1986). Rouse

describes this type of isolation in his study of migrants in Redwood, California:

ways of life identified with the Third World are becoming

20
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increasingly apparent in a country often treated as the apogee of
First World advancement. Extreme poverty, residential
overcrowding and homelessness, underground economies, new
forms of domestic service, and sweatshops exist side by side with
yuppie affluence, futuristic office blocks, and all the other
accoutrements of high-tech postindustrialism (Rouse 1990:16).

Herein lies the paradox: In migrating to Corvallis, Mexicans cross a geographic

border that delineates the economic Core from the Periphery and yet enter a more

insidious peripheral existence within the United States. Rouse's (1990) description of

individual's "separateness" holds true for Corvallis despite the fact that Corvallis

admittedly has fewer "futuristic office blocks." Nevertheless, their presence has

stimulated the emergence of a new border zone born out of, what Sassen-Koob terms,

"peripheralization at the core" (1982:88). Lacking adequate English language and

educational skills, migrants fill this country's most necessary but undesirable jobs in the

agricultural sector (Spencer 1988). Thus, within the bounds of the core, individuals

have access to only peripheral social space and class-specific labor.

Summary of Responses to the Semi-Structured Interview

The following information represents a compilation of the data I collected using

the semi-structured interview. The average age of the 11 males was 28.5 although ages

ranged from 18 to 43. The average age of the 6 women aged 21 through 32 was 27.

All respondents were monolingual in Spanish. Four women came to the United States

for the first time after 1989. Rosa, however, left Mexico for the first time in 1984

because her friends were coming to work in California. Guadalupe left Mexico in 1986

for the same reason. Nine men came to work in the United States after 1985. The

exceptions were two men aged 36 and 43 who made their first trip across the border in

1974. Ernesto has since brought his wife and five children to live with him here. The

other, Jorge, encouraged his second wife to return to the United States with him in

1988.
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Whereas 5 men have returned to Mexico for brief visits, only one woman has

been able to do so. Rosa, who has been living in the United States since 1984 returned

twice to visit relatives in Sinaloa, Mexico. Only one man claimed to travel back to

Mexico after each harvesting season. This suggests that migrants spend most of their

time in the United Statesperhaps because finances limit traveling capability.

Interestingly, all but four individuals live with relatives in the United States.

Thirteen people live with a mix of friends and relatives and the other four live

exclusively with friends. No household is smaller than three individuals. Twelve

people call Mexico at least every three months while the other five, all of whom are

recent arrivals, do not call at all. Ten individuals claimed to send money to relatives in

Mexico. Three women and four men said they did not earn enough money to be able to

send extra to relatives. Everyone maintained some ties to family and friends in Mexico.

All respondents reported that they caine to the United States in search of better

opportunities and most said that they would like to live in this country indefinitely

because of increased economic opportunities. The average annual income was between

$5,000-$10,000. Only one man who worked as a cook earned over $10,000 a year.

All women earned less than $5, 000 a year. Although everyone wanted to live in the

United States, all individuals wanted to be able to travel back to Mexico.

Five-six years was the average amount of schooling received in Mexico but no

one claimed to have trouble reading or writing Spanish. Rosa told me that she went to

school until she was 16 and was always very conscientious about correcting my

grammar. However, the various forms of employment people secured required little

educational or English language skills. Most of the work was in the agricultural sector

but two women had worked previously as babysitters and two others as maids in a

hotel. As mentioned earlier, MarIa's husband worked as a cook in a local Mexican

restaurant.
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Three women and eight men were or had been enrolled in ESL classes. Lack of

childcare and transportation prevented the other women from attending classes. Those

that felt most comfortable in their ESL classes had an instructor who could speak

Spanish. The most common complaint about ESL classes was that students could not

communicate their confusion or difficulties with the English language to English-

speaking teachers. Successful ESL classes will be those classes taught by a bilingual

instructor and scheduled at times when workers are able to attend. A good time for

classes seemed to be late afternoons and on Sunday.

These migrants listen primarily to Spanish music. Unfortunately, Spanish

television is not readily available to the majority of these people. They listen instead to

programs in English that they do not understand. Although all migrants said they would

like to be able to speak English they also wanted to continue to speak Spanish

especially with Mexican friends. Those migrants that have children would like their

children to grow up speaking both languages but would chose Spanish over English if

they were to make a choice.

Characteristics of the Migrant Community in Corvallis

Migrants in Corvallis are spread unevenly throughout the city. These people do

not inhabit a specific, identifiable section of Corvallis as is the case in many of the more

urban centers in this country (Rouse 1989). Instead, small distinct clusters of

individuals live separated, both culturally and linguistically, from other Corvallis

residents. Américo Paredes suggests that, "a border zone is not simply a line on a map

but, more fundamentally,...a sensitized area where two cultures or two political systems

come face to face" (Paredes 1978:68). Corvallis, therefore, is a border zone both in that

the miles separating two unique cultures and languages are greatly diminished and the

reality that social "borders" or bathers segregate individuals from the dominant English-

speaking Corvallis community. For most Mexicans, interaction with other Corvallis



2gue1 Garcia Lopez is the name I chose to refer to my key informant in an effort to protect his
identity. In order to safeguard the identity of all my informants, all Mexican migrants were given

pseudonyms.
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spealdng Corvallis community. For most Mexicans, interaction with other Corvallis

residents is kept at a minimum. Often occuring in the context of conflict, contact is

characterized by misunderstandings and struggles shaped by an imbalance in power.

I originally had intended to select a random sample from those Spanish-

surnamed individuals enrolled in Linn-Benton Community College's English as a

Second Language classes. However, that would have limited my study to individuals

having access to instruction in English. Many of the Mexicans enrolled in those classes

were unwilling to participate in my study and/or were difficult to locate. Fortunately,

Bonnie-Glass Coffin introduced me to Miguel Garcia Lopez, a Mexican farm laborer

who would eventually become my key consultant.2

Miguel speaks no English but can understand some common English phrases

such as "how are you?," "excuse me," and "thank you." Additionally Miguel claimed

to also, "understand some things by the gestures and tone of a conversation."

Throughout our acquaintanceship he repeatedly emphasized his desire to learn English

so that he could "defend himself." He believed that because he had no one to practice

English with, he would not be able to learn. Almost all of the approximately 55

Mexicans that Miguel knew were monolingual in Spanish.

Due to a job-related injuly, Miguel was unable to work and instead spent much

of his day visiting with local friends. He knew individuals in various sections of

Corvallis. Because of his easy familiarity with other migrants, Miguel provided me with

an entrance into this community that would have been otherwise difficult to attain. He

also accompanied me on my initial interviews to help explain the purpose of my visit and

the guaranteed anonymity of the respondents. My research population, therefore,

consists of a group of Mexican migrants united by language, social status,

communication difficulties, economic conditions and an acquaintanceship with Miguel



Rouse argues that 'municipality' is a misleading gloss because of its urban connotations. The
gloss 'county' is inappropriate as well because it suggests "something too large and powerful"
(Rouse 1990:20). Rouse defines municipio as "a relatively small administrative unit occupying the
rung immediately below the level of state" (Rouse 1990:20).
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GarcIa Lopez.

Several regions of Mexico are represented by individuals in Corvallis and are

detailed in Figure 1 on page 26. On page 27, Figure 2 maps out, very generally,

locations of these households in Corvallis.

The people I interviewed came from four states in Mexico: Sinaloa, Oaxaca,

Jalisco and Michoacán. A large percentage of these individuals came from southern

Mexico, primarily from the state of Oaxaca. Miguel and his brother, Alonso come from

a small farming village in the municipio3 of Putla. Both brothers spent their youth in

the pueblo, or towns AsunciOn Atoyaquillo. Miguel, now 38, left the pueblo for

Mexico City, (el Distrjro Federal or the Federal District) when he was in his early

twenties; and Alonso, now 26, after living a few years in Mexico City, moved to

California in 1985 in search of work. Guadalupe Perez, Alsonso's girlfriend and mother

of their daughter, Diana, comes from the southwestern state of Michoacán.

Guadalupe's sister, Gloria, married a relative of Miguel who is also from

AsunciOn Atoyaquillo. Although Gloria and her husband reside mainly in Modesto,

California, they occasionally spend time in Corvallis on their trips north in search of

work picking cherries or apples. Guadalupe met Alonso in California while living with

her sister Gloria. However, most of Miguel's cousins and friends currently residing in

the United States are from AsunciOn Atoyaquillo. They live in different parts of

Corvallis but frequently gather at Miguel's apartment to visit and chat about mutual

concerns or daily goings-on.

Another group of workers migrated to Corvallis from Sinaloa, Mexico, and

several live together in a local apartment complex. Miguel was friendly with this cluster

of households and would occasionally walk over for an afternoon visit. One
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of the women living in this particular complex was Rosa. Rosa's boyfriend, Manuel, is

also from Putla, Oaxaca. Rosa, Manuel and Manuel's brother share an apartment.

Rosa's link to Miguel is strengthened through her relationship with Manuel and his

brother because the three men are members of the same community in Mexico.

Across the yard is the apartment occupied by MarIa, 21, her husband Juan, 28,

and their three children, Isabel, 6, Dorotea, 4, and Cesar, 11 months. Maria and her

husband are from Juan José Rios, a pueblo in the state of Sinaloa. Miguels' friend

Jorge, his wife Eva, Eva's brother Benito and Benitos's common-law wife, Gabriela,

migrated from Sinaloa as well. Jorge spent his early childhood in Pastor OrtIz,

Michoacán, but later moved to Sinaloa. When I met this familial unit they were living

apart from other migrants. During the summerof 1991, however, Jorge and Eva

moved into the same apartment complex as Miguel. Benito and Gabriela remained in the

old apartment but now, because Jorge moved across town, have greater access to

another area of Corvallis.

The southern end of Corvallis is home to a group of people from Santa Teresa,

Jalisco, Mexico. I had limited contact with this group but there are at least three distinct

housholds whose members are interrelated and friendly with one another. I spoke

mainly with Ana, a 24-year-old woman who stays at home to take care of her year-old

son. Ana, her husband and sister-in-law share a small, dilapidated house that smelled

strongly of cigarette smoke. The other migrants from Jalisco share an apartment in the

complex across the street from Ana's house. I was fortunate enough to meet two young

men who had migrated directly to Corvallis from Santa Teresa two months earlier. They

were friends of Ana's and because they had not been able to locate work they spent

some of their time talldng and shopping with Ana.

Another ostensible feature of the migrant community in Corvallis is the high

degree of migration that continually takes place within Corvallis. This mobility
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influences perceptions of ability for community organization as well as political power,

economic advancements and long-term planning.

For example, Jorge and his wife Eva shared an apartment with their two young

children, Eva's brother Benito and his common-law wife, Gabriela, who was pregnant

at the time of my research. The small furnished apartment consisted of two bedrooms,

one bathroom, a tiny kitchen and living room. The family owned a television, radio,

two couches and a small table with four chairs. Jorge and Eva talked of moving

because the rent was going to be raised the following month. Jorge had been injured in

the field and was, as yet, unable to return to work. Eva was unemployed and stayed at

home with her two small children. One child had recently required surgely on her leg

and Eva still had outstanding hospital bills from the birth of her last child in the United

States.

The couple was clearly concerned with finances. Jorge reported to have made

between $5,000 and $10, 000 a year when he was able to work but because of his back

pain he was "trabajandopoco y descansando nids" (working little and resting more).

About a month after my initial interviews at their apartment, Jorge, Eva and their two

children moved to the northwest of Corvallis, into the same apartment complex as

Miguel. They do not know how long they will remain living there.

During the summer of 1991, MarIa, the young mother ofthree, also moved with

her husband, Juan, into a less expensive apartment complex. Maria said she could live

in a more spacious apartment with two bedrooms just down the road where her children

could have a room of their own. Maria's previous apartment had only one bedroom and

a mattress in the living area.

Miguel moved to different parts of Corvallis several times. Since settling in

Corvallis in 1990, Miguel moved four times. He first moved because he was living

with some Americans he did not know very well and his Mexican friends invited him to
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move in with them. Miguel moved in with his friends to share an apartment below an

elderly American woman's apartment. Miguel said that he and his roommates had to be

very quiet because the woman, a preferred tenant having lived there 26 years, did not

tolerate loud music very well. Apparently Miguel and his friends could not maintain a

satisfactory noise level as the owner asked them to move into another of his buildings.

Miguel moved into the next apartment complex with his friend, Carlos, and

Carlos's Mexican-American girlfriend, Teresa, who interpreted for them when she had

the time. Shortly thereafter, Miguel's brother, Alonso, moved into the same apartment

complex and asked Miguel to share his apartment. Miguel moved across the hail to live

with his brother and Guadalupe because tensions were beginning to rise between Teresa

and Carlos. Carlos was a heavy drinker and Teresa had too many male friends for his

taste. At one point, Teresa and Miguel were drinking alcoholic beverages in her

apartment when Carlos came home from work. Carlos became angry and punched

Teresa in the face. Miguel told me that he also started to feel as though Carlos resented

his friendship with Teresa. Toward the end of this research, however, Miguel's

household was told they may have to move out because the landlord believed too many

people were using the apartment due to the size of their water bill. Indeed, friends and

relatives did use the apartment temporarily.

There is no centralized locale in Corvallis that would help to nurture a sense of

cohesiveness among these migrants. Ethnic and linguistic restrictions on interaction

render effective communication extremely unlikely. In addition, migrants' sense of

disorganization and lack of group cohesion is accentuated by legitimate concerns about

legal status. Miguel claimed, "nosotros somos desorganizados" or "we are

disorganized." In discussing perceptions of organization I use the term

"disorganization" both because it is a direct translation of how Miguel described the

community and because I felt it accurately connotes the powerlessness associated with a
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and lack of appropriate information limit access to public space, denying individuals a

public voice. The result is an intracommunity disorganization which, in turn,

perpetuates the inequities inherent in the status quo and manifests itself in encounters

with legal, social service, health care and law enforcement officials.

Miguel had his own personal view on why Mexicans lacked organization in

Corvallis. He blamed their disorganization on Mexican cultural values, which,

according to Miguel, engender disorganization by failing to emphasize the seemingly

contradictory importance of mutual assistance and pursuit of individual goals. Miguel

went on to say, "Mexicans are hard workers, but they have no organizational or social

skills; that's how it is in Mexico, too." Perhaps this statement reflects his effort to be

accomodating rather than sincere, but through the course of our relationship Miguel

continued to express similar sentiments. Nonetheless, I hesitate to draw defmitive

conclusions about Mexican organizational skills from this particular statement. It is

interesting, however, to explore the ramifications of Miguel's feeling that migrants'

disorganization within the United States is carried over from social routines in Mexico.

Capitalistic, "core" nations like the United States tend to promote and foster

individualism. Miguel's statements stem from a need to explain the vast differences in

power and wealth that exist between the core and the periphery. Individual goals have a

proclivity to supercede communal projects in U.S. culture. A cultural system that

thrives on individualism and feeds off materialism is diametrically opposed to that of

systematic communal land ownership prevalent in the rural areas throughout Mexico.

These rural areas tend also to be the sending communities from which migrants attempt

to cross the geographic and economic U.S./Mexican border. Upon crossing into the

Core, Mexicans fmd themsleves in a society whose value system is not only linked

intrinsically to the politico-economics of a core, capitalist ideology but also grounded in

manipulating the periphery of the Periphery, of which the migrant is an essential
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element. Migrants may perceive themselves as being closer to the material wealth and

abundance characteristic of the Core but, in actuality, remain socially, economically and

culturally distanced.

Forced to adapt rapidly to a foreign cultural and linguistic system, migrants'

goals are initially short-term with an emphasis on survival. Although non-seasonal

labor is becoming available, most accessible work is dependent on weather and

harvesting conditions (Rouse 1989). Political unity is virtually impossible because of

the inherent mobility of the migrant lifestyle, lack of community cohesivesness both

nationally and locally, and exclusion from the dominant discourse which is actualized in

the English language. In the United States, English has powerful control over

discourse-

economic, social and political-where actual and possible forms of
social organization and their likely social and political

consequences are defmed and contested: The place where our
sense of ourselves is constructed (Weedon 1987:2 1).

Disorganization within the Mexican migrant community reflects a manifestation of the

macrolevel political and economic forces that persistently shape the experiences and

restrict the power of migrants at the microlevel.

Racism

Racist attitudes towards the Mexican farm worker perpetuate unfair treatment,

unsanitary living and working condition and low wages. Cockcroft maintains:

organizing Mexican or any other immigrant workers has never
been an easy task. The reasons usually cited are cultural or

linguistic differences, the multinational ethnic character of the
American workforce, and American nativism and racism. No
doubt all of these (especially racism) are important causes of the
ongoing failure of immigrant workers to achieve lasting
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organizational clout at either the union or political level

(1986:178).

An awareness of racist ideologies and practices gives rise to negative sentiments that

discourage the learning of English. In this way, racism perpetuates Spanish

monolingualism within the Mexican community. Mexicans in Corvaffis experienced

racism in a number of ways. Outrage at discrimination was often aggravated by a sense

of helplessness. Racism is difficult enough to combat when one has access to the

dominant language, but Spanish-speaking Mexican migrants have no effective way to

defend themselves. Some members of the local migrant community did not feel as

strongly about racism as others did, but there was general agreement that racism directed

against Mexicans existed in Corvallis.

Miguel told me of an incident that reinforced his desire to speak English. He had

been taking his usual walk around a park in Corvallis when two English-speaking

women began yeffing at him. Miguel said that he understood enough to know that they

were using unpleasant language and he thought they might have been drinking also. He

tried to ignore them and continued walking. The women did not stop yelling but instead

began to raise their voices and started to laugh. Miguel said he felt very angry, an anger

that was exacerbated when he could not return the women's crude remarks with retorts

they would comprehend. He left after yelling out one curse he had learned in English

that he said made the women laugh even harder.

When telling me this story, Miguel tried to recall the exact words used against

him so that I would be able to translate their meanings. He clearly wanted to know

precisely what was said to him, but believed he knew why he had been the target of their

foul language. Miguel firmly believed that their actions were rooted in racism.

Miguel's second race-related experience occurred while he was working on a

Christmas-tree faim. Many of the local migrants are employed by Christmas-tree farms

in the area and are hired to plant, trim, and cut the trees. Miguel and his friends have



4Mayordomo is the term used by these Mexican migrants to refer to the person who contracts

field laborers. Many mayordomos speak Spanish. According to Miguel, some Mayordomos are
Mexican-American while others are Anglo-American but can speak Spanish. In Corvallis, 'El
Diablo' is an Anglo-American mayordomo who can speak Spanish.
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worked mainly on farms whose field contracters can speak Spanish. According to

Miguel, if the contracters can't speak Spanish, the Mexican laborers do not like to work

for them. Miguel explained the type of labor he performed as well as the behavior of

some field contracters. He claimed that the field managers constantly looked over the

migrants' shoulders in an effort to ensure that they worked correctly. Miguel felt that

had the migrants been American workers, the field managers would not have been quite

so concerned with their every move. Miguel claimed:

the only people that work in the fields are Spanish speakers and

that includes the Mexican mayordomo.4 Because of this no one
progresses with English. The truth is, you see, even though a
Mexican worker may be shorter or may appear weaker he will do
more work than an American worker. Almost all the time,
therefore, an American mayordomo contracts American laborers
and a Mexican mayordomo contracts Mexican laborers.

On the Fir tree farms, for example, there is supervision
that can be very strict at times. If there are 15 men planting pine
trees then there will be 15 supervisors, one supervisor for each
worker. For example, if I am planting trees then behind me will
be my supervisor making sure that the trees are well planted.
Sometimes they even bring small shovels with them because the

trees should be planted with a very straight root. They leave the
tree planted but they scrape away to see if the root is straight or
not. The Mexican worker has to do good work because he knows
that after he is fmished the supervisors will come to check his
work.

The supervisors know who planted an area because each
area is under the supervision of a specific mayordomo. Normally,
the Mexicans do very well. The Americans do not have to worry
about doing their job as well because they can leave to find other

workbut not the Mexican. It would be the same for me in
Mexico. But in Mexico one would speak the same language, the
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same everything and if someone said 'listen; you need to do that
well and do it here.' 'Well, you know what, I do not like what
I'm doing so you can do it yourself.' Well, in Mexico there are not
as many problems. Here you just have to do things.

Similarly, some of Miguel's friends were subject to unfair treatment by a farm

contracter in nearby Albany; treatment which Miguel suspected arose from racist beliefs.

The Mexican workers had signed up to work for $10 an hour and were told that they

would have work for most of the year. However, once the workers were brought to the

fields and had worked for a week, the manager told them there was no more

employment but that they should wait around until the following week. This breach of

contract was worsened by an arbitrary reduction in the migrants' pay from $10 an hour

to $7. Because the workers spoke no English they were unable to demand their rights

and could not complain publicly about the coniracter. Miguel feels that only because the

workers were Mexican and spoke no English were they mistreated in this way.

Although language prevented these workers from effectively being able to

demand their rightful pay, fear of economic hardships discourages them from seeking

legal aid and actively pursuing the issue with the company. Miguel discussed this

situation at length with me and I have included the following excerpt from one of our

taped conversations.

Many things occur on the job that are not right. And normally,
these things happen to people who cannot speak English. Because
when one doesn't speak English what is going to happen when
unjust things happen to the worker? The problem is, if I want to
take the company or boss to court I will need to take time off from
work. This time off I will not be getting paid. And then what if,
for example, I take the company to court and lose a week of work
only to have the case delayed or undecided. I would then need to
take more time off from work. I say it is better to remain on the
job and receive nothing because there will always be some more
work to do. Otherwise you would have to lose time and money.
In reality, a Mexican person comes here to gain and not lose
money.
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Ana also described some experiences that contributed to her perceptions of

racism in Corvallis. Ana was home alone one evening when the Corvallis police came

to her door. They asked her "comprendes, comprendes?" and she indicated that she

could not understand them by repeating several times, "no comprendo" or "I don't

understand." Nonetheless, the police entered her house and grabbed some of her

immigration papers from the counter. They continued to speak to her in English even

though she felt she had made it quite clear that she could not understand them. Ana,

upset by this incident, lacks confidence and trust in the police force. She did not want

the police to take the immigration papers as they were crucial to her attaining legal status.

She could not communicate this to the officers and, as a result, felt quite powerless.

Although the police did not take the papers when they left Ana's home, they did not

respect her wishes nor could they explain their own intentions: Ana remains confused

about this incident.

Ma also detailed an episode that her sister-in-law told her had occurred while

Ma was in the hospital. According to Ma, a male (Mexican) friend was crossing a

nearby street and was arrested because he did not cross at a crosswalk. Ana said that he

had not been drinking and believed the arrest had been racially motivated. Although this

story may not have been completely factual, Ana believed itto be true. Ana did not

express any doubt as to the validity of this story and related it to me as if this were the

type of thing that happened all the time. Ana felt the only explanation for such behavior

on the part of the police was racism and discrimination against Mexican farmworkers.

There is a general feeling among the Mexican community that the police, or

chotas as they call the police, seek out Mexican motorists and stop them without a valid

reason. Seatbelt violations often lead to citations or tickets for driving without

insurance, out-of-date stickers, out-of-state license plates, and driving without licenses.

Information on how to pay these fmes is printed in English and Mexican drivers are left
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to make sense not only of tickets in a language they cannot read but also of a situation

that leaves them utterly powerless and confused. Because of language barriers, the

police cannot communicate sufficiently their reasons for issuing the tickets. This

unfortunate predicament only compounds the Mexicans' confusion and magnifies pre-

existing feelings of discrimination and persecution.

An illustration of this point can be seen in the following anecdote. Miguel and I

went to visit Rosa and her partner, Tomás, one Saturday afternoon in June 1991.

Tomás was upset because he had received three tickets totl1ing $240 from a female

police officer who is apparently well-known by the local migrants. This officer has a

reputation for stopping Mexican drivers and does not hesitate to give tickets. This time,

according to Tomás, the officer followed him around Corvallis for a while before

pulling him over. She then pulled him over at a traffic light and fmed him for not

wearing a seatbelt, and driving without a license and insurance. Tomás wanted to go to

court to argue that he should not have been stopped in the first place because he had not

visibly broken any driving regulations. Tomás believed that he was targeted because he

is Mexican. Rosa claimed that the police can easily identify a migrant's car and that "this

sort of thing is a big problem with the police." Rosa also believed that the police officer

acted out of racism when he stopped Tomás.

Despite the fact that Tomás actually did break three driving laws, Tomás was

convinced that the police officer was unjustified in stopping him. Other Mexicans also

claimed that the police can identify their vehicles. Some people are wary of driving on

the main streets in Corvallis and travel only on side streets in an effort to avoid the

police. Many do not have car insurance because their perceptions of automobile

insurance are related to suffusive corruption in insurance in Mexico. Miguel claimed

that in Mexico bribery and corruption pervade the law enforcement system. He told me

that even though the Mexicans knew the U.S. law on seatbelts both Mexican men and

women rarely used them because they did not respect the law.
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This disregard for U.S. law is a reaction against the dominant politico-economic

forces that dictate the parameters of migrants' social and economic mobility. Ana,

Miguel, and Guadalupe, among others, do not feel a strong emotional tie to the United

States. If things with the law become too difficult they view temporary migration back

to Mexico as an easy way out of troubles. Mexicans come to the United States lacking

confianza, or a fundamental trust for those in authority positions. Racism against the

Mexican farmworker merely reinforces this distrust and heightens negative perceptions

of isolation.

Language both identifies and defmes a community (Trudgill 1983). In addition,

language provides a comforting sense of the familiar while residing in the context of the

"other." Negative feedback from isolating social forces that originate at the macrolevel

minimizes the desire to learn English and limits power at the microlevel. These migrants

receive a message that they are not socially (or legally) acceptable outside of employment

in the agricultural sector: their social space in the U.S. is confmed by social and

linguistic barriers. For the most part, Mexicans do not need English skills to secure

agricultural labor. Consequently, they do not consider learning English a top priority;

Spanish monolingualism is thereby confirmed.

While there is a general consensus that it would be an advantage to know

English, social isolation inhibits and discourages those efforts. An inability to

communicate anxieties, fears, uncertainties and injustices reinforces negative perceptions

of social isolation. Feelings of isolation strengthen emotional ties to the Spanish

language, a primary identifier of the Mexican community. Thus, the inequalities

between the Core's core and the Periphery's periphery are perpetuated through control

of social space and the ideology expressed in through dominant discourse.
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Funds of Knowledge

Migrants are affected by a number of deterrents to effective utilization of

available social services. Confianza is an important concept in Mexican culture and

structures relationships through a system of reciprocity (Alvarez 1988; Wlez-Ibáñez

1988). Confianza has been lacking in the majority of these Mexicans' relationships

with services in the United States. Conflanza-basednetworking within the community

can help to increase organizational powers and circumvent real language barriers which

would ordinarily prevent migrants from accessing appropriate services.

In areas of the country where larger communities have been successful in

cultivating trust-based relationships with public services, intracommunity networks

facilitate the exchange of important information and aid in providing access to those

necessary services. According to Vélez-Ibáflez, these networks have established:

funds of knowledge which include information regarding access

to institutional assistance, school programs, legal help,

transportation routes, occupational opportunities and the most

economical places to purchase needed services and goods

(1988:38).

My research indicates that individuals have not been able to form confianza-

based ties with service agencies. Local migrants are highly mobile and small networks

are frequently disrupted by members leaving for Mexico or for temporary work in other

states. In addition, these migrants have not yet developed a relatively stabilized

population needed to control and regulate access to thefunds of knowledge.

Encounters with social services are often problematic in that communication is never

optimal and information arrives slowly, if at all, to the community.

Localfunds of knowledge tend to be fostered individually and are not readily

accessible to the entire community. Vélez-Ibáñez maintains that:
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while such networks may fulfill a variety of functions and may
become part of the implicit lifeways of the Mexican population in
the United States, these do not replace the necessity of this

population to gain access to undifferentiated institutional resources
(1988:42).

In the Pacific Northwest, access to undifferentiated resources is, to a large extent,

contingent upon the migrants' ability to communicate in English, as local resources lack

outreach capabilities and bilingual employees.

Most of the migrants I interviewed have had to struggle with language-related

dilemmas either alone or with friends who spoke no English. Some linguistic

networking does occur and the few bilingual individuals often receive numerous

requests for help in translating or interpreting. For example, Miguel asked me to act as

interpreter at the Department of Motor Vehicles several times. One incident involved

Memo, Miguel's friend. Memo had a car with out-of-date stickers that needed to be

replaced. When we arrived at the DMV, Miguel and I went to inquire about getting the

new stickers. Had I not come along, this task would have beenimpossible for Miguel,

and Memo would not have been able to replace his stickers. He would have likely

received a ticket for violating a regulation that he had tried unsuccessfully to rectify.

English versus Spanish

The Spanish language comes under attack in the United States, particularly from

proponents of the English-only movement (Zentella 1988). U.S. English and English

First are groups dedicated to establishing English as the official language of the United

States (Veltman 1988). Spanish, however, is spoken in many areas of the United

States, and some regions provide better support for monolingual Spanish speakers than

do others (Trudgill 1983). Because language and ethnic identity are so closely bound, it

becomes difficult to distinguish between the anti-Spanish and anti-Hispanic origins of

pervasive negative attitudes toward the Spanish language (Veltman 1990:108). A
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perceived threat to a national culture from increasing numbers of non-English spealdng

Latin American and Asian immigrants has fueled a growing desire to restrict the use of

those "foreign" languages. This would involve implementing legislation that enforces

the strict use of English only (Ovando 1990). Zentella (1988:42) writes, "the English-

only amendment, also in the name of greater ease in communication, seeks to formalize

and perpetuate the inferior status of languages other than English." Racism is activized

through blatant discrimination against the language of a repressed people. In the case of

the migrant and many other latinos the language is Spanish.

Zentella argues that the English-only movement would have devastating

repercussions, primarily for non-English speaking women and children (1988). My

research supports Zentella's (1988) position. The migrant women with young pre-

school-aged children have fewer opportunities to learn English than do the men.

Mexican women are considered the primary caretakers of children by members of their

culture. In spending their time caring for children, women do not have the exposure to

English that men do and cannot as easily attend an English language class. (This point

will be illustrated in the case studies of Guadalupe Perez and Maria Sanchez presented in

the succeeding chapter.) Laws prohibiting the use of Spanish would pose serious

problems for these Mexican women. Attempts to obtain social, legal, and medical

services are difficult enough because of the linguistic and social barriers affecting all

Mexican migrants. Bilingual social service employees are currently in demand and

legislation to limit their numbers would be detrimental.

Language is crucial to communication and communication is critical to

establishing mutual understanding. These migrants do not share a cultural or linguistic

understanding with mainstream English speakers, primarily because they speak a

distinct language. Sadly, Spanish does not have the same prestige as other foreign

languages have in this country (Veltman 1990). As identifiers of the migrant
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population, physical characteristics and the Spanish language are not highly esteemed

by American society. Migrants' communication problems, although clearly rooted in

real language barriers, are intensified by economic, educational, cultural and social

differences (Trudgill 1983). Legislation to prohibit the use of Spanish would magnify

the social and economic polarization that results from inequalities between the Core and

the Periphery, adding to the inequities that currently structure the migrant experience in

the United States.



CHAPTER ifi

Faces Behind the Numbers: Three Case Studies of Mexican Migrants

This chapter includes three case studies in order to explore in more depth

migrants' experience in Corvallis, Oregon. These case studies provide insight into the

diversity that exists within the local community. The preceding chapter established the

foundation of interacting linguistic and cultural differences with the dominant U.S.

society that isolates migrants. The following cases integrate leading thematic issues

relevant to the foundation of cultural and linguistic factors which lead to isolation. In so

doing, these examples offer an opportunity to view how the individual reacts to larger

macrolevel processes and what strategies are employed on the microlevel. Case studies

are also a helpful tool to anthropologists seeking, as Malinowski put it,"to putflesh

and blood on the skeleton" (in Lewis 1959:3). This chapter reflects my effort to

document "the individual characteristics of migrants that are often lost in the

descriptions" of more generalized and less detailed accounts of Mexican migration

(Alvarez 1987:167).

The three individuals who comprise this section of the thesis are persons with

whom I was able to generate not only good rapport but also confianza-based

relationships. Alvarez explains the importance of conflanza in Mexican relationships:

Conflanza is the underlying factor in specific social contexts
which produces a density of relations and aids in the stabilization,

further development, and expansion of immediate social fields
(1987:57).

I used the information gleaned from personal involvement in three distinct confianza-

based relationships to develop this chapter. I do not suggest that these studies portray

the full extent of the diversity of the migrant experience. Nor do the patterns which

43
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emerge reveal a collective homogeneity that can be generalized to migrant communities

nationwide. Because of the limited number of cases presented, no conclusive

generalizations can be drawn. Rather, I see these cases as illustrative of the individual

differences and similarities that characterize the migrant experience in Corvallis. These

experiences shed light on the difficulties monolingual Spanish-speaking migrants

encounter in predominantly Anglo-American English-speaking regions of the United

States. In this respect, their difficulties are applicable to other communities like

Corvallis.

I present the three individual cases against the political background that has

shaped Mexican migration to the United States and the more immediate environment

confronting migrants in Corvallis. Each study speaks to a personal struggle for

survival. "Anthropology," writes Renato Rosaldo (1989:25), "invites us to expand our

sense of human possibilities through the study of other [ways] of life." The migrant

lifestyle represents to me a very different way of life. And yet, I found myself drawn to

a people who experience pain as I experience pain, who experience happiness as I

experience happiness, but who have struggled in ways that I will never have to struggle.

The three individuals whose experiences fill this chapter helped me arrive at a better

understanding of those struggles.

Miguel Garcia Lopez

Language barriers, cultural differences and vast inequities in power and wealth

manifest themselves in the struggles that Miguel has experienced. In discussing

Miguel's case, I focus on his difficulties with the U.S. health care systema theme

pertinent to all migrantsthat are magnified by an inability to communicate effectively.

Sakala describes the dangers associated with the migrant work situation:

In addition to significant health and safety ha7ards during actual
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work periods, farmworkers face severe health risks as a

consequence of attendant living conditions of the occupation; i.e.

abject poverty, living in hazardous dwelling, face major barriers to

obtaining medical care and are excluded from or have difficulty

obtaining customary workers' benefits like hospitalization
insurance, sick pay, and worker's compensation (1987:660).

Miguel's experiences illuminate the enormous obstacles a monolingual migrant

encounters trying to obtain appropriate medical and legal assistance. Miguel's case

illustrates, too, what few options are actually available to Mexicans.

I met Miguel Garcia Lopez in March 1991. Miguel was unemployed because he

had been injured the year before while picking cherries near Hood River. After working

briefly on a Christmas-tree farm in Washington, Miguel came to Oregon in 1990. He

had followed his brother's friends north from California as they sought work picking

cherries in Hood River and planting Christmas trees in Washington. Miguel's

experience in Washington was less than pleasant; he described the weather and labor

conditions as harsh. Conditions were so bad that after three days of work he was

unable to leave his bed because of frostbite-like symptoms. Needless to say, Miguel

was happy to be on his way south toward Oregon.

Miguel was a highly visible and outspoken member of the community in

Corvallis. He made it his business to know many people and spent much of his time

visiting with other migrants. Miguel was actively trying to learn English and was intent

on getting his General Educational Diploma in English from a program at the Benton

Center. It was his feeling that by learning English he could attain better employment and

would thus be able to increase his income. I visited Miguel at the apartment he shared

with his brother, Alonso, and Alonso's partner, Guadalupe. I spent several hours a day

discussing various topics and attempting to teach English pronunciation, vocabulary and

grammar. This proved helpful not only to Miguel and Guadalupe, who also participated

in these lessons, but also to my fieldwork. Many times the discussion would digress to
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some anecdote, and Miguel or Guadalupe would elaborately detail his or her experience.

Miguel iruly loved to talk, and I appreciated his patience and willingness to share his life

experiences.

Miguel was frustrated with several aspects of life in the United States. He did

not like being unable to work and was always planning different types of jobs he could

secure back in Mexico. Whenever I asked Miguel about his future plans for staying in

the United States, he was vague. He once told me that he would go back to Mexico "in

ten days or maybe in ten years." However, as his problems with immigration, health

and legal services intensified, he spoke of longing for Mexico and ultimately returned in

November 1991. Before leaving, Miguel said that he would return to Corvallis the

following summer and that Alonso and Guadalupe would be back sooner. Indeed, the

couple arrived back as planned in the first week of 1992. Miguel is currently in Mexico.

Miguel's experiences in Corvallis center on a frustration born out of feelings of

powerlessness and defensiveness. He was continually confronted with legal, health and

work-related problems that he could not personally resolve. Miguel did not like having

to rely on interpreters because he believed they did not fully understand what he wanted

to communicate. In the doctor's office, this meant an inability to describe accurately

symptoms and pain. During meetings with his lawyer, he felt that his interpreter would

translate a "watered down" version of his speech. His impression was that the

interpreter believed she already knew his problem and, therefore, did not listen to

Miguel.

Miguel encountered similar difficulties trying to secure employment after his

doctors said that they could find nothing wrong with his back. Miguel called his

previous employer to try to set up some form of work. Unbeknownst to Miguel, the

paperwork that cleared him for employment had not been processed by fiis lawyer's

office. Although Miguel's back was still in pain, he told me that he wanted work
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because he needed the money. His employer was legally obligated to find work that

would not strain his back because Miguel had sustained his injury while working.

When Miguel attempted to find out about potential jobs, he was told that the only

available position was given to someone else, that the company had never received the

documentation allowing Miguel to work. Miguel summed up his situation: "Normally

where one [a Mexican] encounters the most problems or needs the most help is with

employment."

Miguel's difficulties with the U.S. health-care system illustrate not only the

linguistic barriers migrants face but also bathers created by differences in cultural values

and orientations. Language barriers maximize the inherent imbalance in power in a

doctor-patient relationship. I was able to accompany Miguel on one occasion to his

doctor's office, and Miguel also recounted to me various episodes with local health

services. During our conversations on the subject, Miguel continually spoke of

returning to Mexico where he perceived doctors would better understand both his

language and his ailment. Miguel believed that treatment in Mexico would be more

effective.

Miguel's accident occurred on a cherry orchard in northern Oregon near Hood

River. Fortunately, I was also able to accompany Miguel to this orchard and explored

the area where his accident occurred in 1990. We made the trip to visit Guadalupe's

sister who was working in the orchards. Run-down old trailersmany without running

waterprovide shelter, if little else. Guadalupe's sister's family of three was living in a

small trailer complete with one bed and a tiny sink that did not functionspace was

tight. Toilet facilities were located at the end of a well-worn dirt path. A rusty, old

refrigerator sat outside where it was plugged into an exposed outlet. The trailers were

situated in-between cherry trees so that the workers did not leave the orchards to go

home.

At the start of each day, cherry pickers are accompanied by rickety ladders and
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plastic white pails into the fields. The workers usually begin their job sometime

between 5 and 6 a.m. Migrants stand on the ground to pick cherries from the lowest

branches of the trees but must utilize relatively unsafe ladders in order to pluckthe

choicest fruit from the upper portion of the tree. Miguel told me that cherries had to be

picked from their green stems so as to protect the delicate red skin of the fruit and that

supervisors monitored the workers in an effort to enforce this rule. On the day of his

accident, Miguel had been reaching from the top rung of his ladder for the green stems

of the highest growing cherries when he lost his balance and fell about eight feet flat

onto his back. This marked the beginning of an agonizing year of medical and legal

complications that were never adequately resolved. Miguel's case typifies the risks that

migrants are exposed to in the fields and the unfair consequences they are dealt (see

Goldsmith 1989).

I was introduced to Miguel about seven months after his accident. His back pain

was, at times, so severe that he was forced to sit in a tub of hot water in order to dull the

sensation. Doctors were unable to diagnose the cause of this pain. Miguel had been to

three physicians, none of whom could speak Spanish. He relied on bilingual

acquaintances to interpret at each doctor's visit. This restricted his ability to visit the

doctors as he could only go when these friends were willing and available to accompany

him. Miguel told me that he questioned not only the interpreters' understanding of his

pain but also interactions between the American legal and medical system that were

dictating his road to recovery. Miguel perceived the doctors' uniform inability to

properly diagnose and treat his pain as being indicative of a pervasive corruption within

the U.S. system. Because he was dependent on others to communicate his needs, his

sense of powerlessness and frustration increased daily.

As his accident was job-related, an attorney was appointed to argue on Miguel's

behalf with Worker's Compensation. Throughout our acquaintanceship, Miguel
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discussed with me his thoughts on the legal system in Mexico. He claimed that the legal

and law enforcement system in Mexico were unreliable because of widespread

corruption and the unspoken but accepted use of bribery as a form of payment. He also

praised the medical system in Mexico; however, it was largely in relation to his

perceived sense of communicative competency within the Mexican context. Miguel

revealed a general feeling of dissatisfaction with authority in Mexico. This

dissatisfaction and suspicion of authority influenced hisperceptions of persons in

authority positions in the United States. Miguel lacked confianza in the American

social, legal, and medical systema lack that shaped his view of the accessibility of

appropriate and available health care.

One of Miguel's attending physicians performed electric shock treatment on his

legs and lower back. This treatment had the unpleasant effect of leaving Miguel with a

tingling sensation in his extremities which added to his discomfort. At this point,

Miguel became extremely bothered by his lack of input in the decision-making process

regarding his treatments. For this reason, Miguel asked me to accompany him to Dr.

White's5 office. Miguel wanted to switch physicians because he believed he was

being used, to quote Miguel, "as a human guinea pig" in the electric shock

"experiments."

During Miguel's examination I was able to talk with the doctor about Miguel's

dilemma. Throughout the examination the doctor spoke directly to me although Miguel

tried repeatedly to interject questions in Spanish. Dr. White was clearly not heeding

Miguel's desire to clarify certain issues with me. Miguel wanted each point to be crystal

clear and I often felt that I was playing monkey in the middle: I tried to catch each point

and then translate to the physician before he threw his next point at me. However, my

frustration with the situation was minimal compared with Miguel's. Dr. White believed

that Miguel may have had multiple sclerosis which could have been the cause of his
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accident. This diagnosis would also explain why Miguel was not responding to

treatment. In addition, such a diagnosis would result in a discontinuation of payment

from Worker's Compensation. The test for multiple sclerosis costs $800. Miguel could

not afford to pay this amount nor would his insurance company cover the cost. As a

result, none of his physicians, including Dr. White, were willing to perform the test.

We had gotten nowhere; Dr. White recommended the same exercises and hot baths.

As soon as Miguel and I left the office and had returned to the car, he asked me

to recount all that Dr.White had said. Miguel did not trust Dr. White even though Dr.

White was the person whom Miguel had wanted as his physician. He was now left

without a physician that he could trust and wanted to go back to Mexico. As it

happened, this was the last time Miguel went to visit a doctor in the United States before

leaving for Mexico.

Central to Miguel's case are the main themes of this thesis: language barriers

and conflicting cultural values intensified by an imbalance in power and wealth. Miguel

did not trust the doctor's claim that he may have had multiple sclerosis but Miguel could

not afford the test to verify this suspicion. A diagnosis of multiple sclerosis would

nullify all that Miguel had been fighting for, and this possibility aggravated a growing

suspicion that the doctors and insurance company were running a scam at his expense.

Miguel's inability to communicate left him feeling tricked and cheated. A confusion

over how insurance companies work exacerbated his confusion concerning his

immediate health situation. Miguel decided that the only place he could receive proper

medical treatment was in Mexico.

Miguel attempted to learn English because he wanted to defend himself, he

wanted his own voice to be heard and rapidly grew tired of having others speak for him.

The frustration and isolation that Miguel experienced are shared by many other

Mexicans. Given the context of a unified isolation resulting from language barners, I
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Jehovah's Witnesses.

Maria Sanchez

Maria Sanchez is 21 years old and has three young children under age 7. She

comes from the state of Sinaloa, Mexico, and ventured into the United States with some

women friends in order to reunite with her husband who is seven years her senior.

Maria was married when she was only 14. She told me that she did not have a

wedding, but, that instead she and her husband ran away to another town and eloped.

Maria's case is slightly different from other migrants because her husband works as a

cook in a Mexican restaurant and not in the fields. She worked as a babysitter in Tijuana

before moving to Oregon. Maria was not employed when I met with her in the summer

and early fall of 1991.

Maria had recently left Catholicism to become a Jehovah's Witness. She was

approached by an older Mexican woman, Carla, who was attempting to distribute the

teachings of the Jehovah's Witnesses to the Mexican community in Corvallis. Because

the migrant population is socially and linguistically isolated from the community at large,

Carla was having a vely difficult time locating Mexican residents. Carla is a Mexican

immigrant but speaks fluent English though with a veiy distinct Mexican accent. Being

bilingual, Carla was elected by her church in Salem to travel door-to-door in Corvallis in

search of Spanish-speaking individuals. In this way, Maria received the teachings of the

Jehovah's Witnesses.

Maria did not immediately decide to convert but Carla was persistent in her

efforts. Carla drove south to Corvallis once or twice a week to visit with Maria and

review the religious readings. In addition to the weekly meetings in Corvallis, Maria

attended the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses in Salem. I accompanied Maria to
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one of these meetings. She cannot drive and neither she nor her husband owns a car.

Consequently, Maria must rely on others for rides to Salem and frequently receives a

ride from a Spanish-speaking American couple who spent four years in Costa Rica

spreading their religious beliefs. The meetings in Salem are held in Spanish and almost

all of the participants are Mexicanmany, according to Carla, aze also farmworkers.

Maria's decision to convert to the teachings of the Jehovah's Witnesses reflects a

desire to better her life both socially and economically and to enrich the life of her

children. Maria discussed the migrants that lived in her apartment complex and

complained of their lack of discipline and boisterous drunkenness. She wanted to call

the police several times because some of the men would get noisy and drunk outside of

her window. She wants a different life for her children and expressed regret for some

of the things she had done in her own youthparticularly marrying at age 14.

Maria's oldest child is enrolled in the local school and can speak some English.

Although Maria does not think her family will live forever in the United States, she

wants all of her children to learn both English and Spanish and to receive an education.

Life as a Jehovah's Witness has improved her self-esteem and has heightened her

awareness of a certain sense of propriety. Maria attends all religious meetings in a dress

as do her small childrenshe even suggested that I might be able to meet a well-dressed

Mexican man at one of the meetings as they are all, as she claimed, "very polite."

Neither Maria nor Carla could fathom why I was not already married or, at the very

least, engaged. I believe they were as determined to remedy my unattached situation as

they were intent on converting me to the Jehovah's Witnesses.

What is interesting about Maria's case is that her husband does not abide by all

the regulations that govern the lives of Jehovah's Witnesses. He drinks alcohol and

does not participate, on any level, in the meetings because he was mocked by his male

friends when he did, according to MarIa. This does not seem to bother Maria. Both

Carla and Maria joked about the difficulty of getting men to convert because men suffer
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more from peer pressure.

Maria claimed to have developed a self-confidence that seems to assist her with

the daily difficulties associated with an inability to communicate with the English-

speaking community. She laughed about times when she could not understand what

was being said to her. Although her membership in the Kingdom Hall can be seen as

having increased her linguistic isolation by exposing her to other people in similar

situations who have made similar choices, she finds a comfort in knowing she is not

alone. Maria had already established a network of friends at the Kingdom Hall after less

than a year as an active participant. Her husband supports her activities even though he

does not conform to her teachings.

Twice a week Maria and another Spanish-speaking Jehovah's Witness elder

travel about Corvallis visiting the local migrants. Maria has an access to the community

that non-members do not, even though they may speak Spanish, and has enlarged the

circle of potential convertees for other Jehovah's Witnesses. I attended three meetings

with Carla and Maria and participated in them as well. The meetings begin with a

discussion of everyday topics and gradually develop into a more formalized atmosphere

that includes reading from a religious text Questions are presented throughout the text

and participants are required to respond using the information provided in the text.

At each of these meetings, I was the only non-Mexican person present and must

admit to feeling slightly out of place. The required dress at these in-home meetings was

relatively formala requirement that I did not immediately catch on to, which only

heightened my discomfort. However, everyone was very friendly, and I was able to

read the Spanish texts aloud without much difficulty. Several of the Mexican members,

including Maria, had not received an adequate education in Mexico and reading was

more difficult for them than it was for me. Thus, the gatherings were a place to improve

educational skills such as reading, public speaking, and formal discussion. The dress
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code added a sense of importance to the context of the meetings which took place inside

the apartments of three Mexican families.

Maria increased her contacts within the migrant community because of these

meetings and, in so doing, decreased her sense of social isolation. However, her

teachings do not meet with unilateral approval other migrantsin particular with the

male population. One of the meetings I attended occurred in Miguel GarcIa Lopez's

apartment. I entered the apartment as Guadalupe was listening to some of MarIa's

teachings. Miguel expressed disgust at Maria's methods and continually sought to avoid

meeting with her. He was glad to see her leave the apartment and both he and

Guadalupe laughed about her ideas when she was gone. Paradoxically, then, becoming

a Jehovah's Witness may isolate Maria from some of the people she now tries to

convert. However, Maria perceived membership in the Jehovah's Witnesses to be an

escape from the isolation she experienced before joining.

Clearly, Maria is striving to attain a better life for herself and familythe same

reason most Mexicans come across a border that separates immense wealth from

extreme poverty. Maria's strategy for survival is probably not available to all

individualsMaria was a person open to new ideas and new ways of life. Her efforts to

proselytize other migrants are only in the beginning stages, but already the lack of a local

centralized meeting place is posing a problem. Maria must rely on other people for

transportation to the central meeting places, just as all migrants must rely on others to

interpret and translate. She continues to be restricted linguistically, and her contacts

increase only within the Spanish-speaking community. Nevertheless, Maria has

succeeded in establishing ties with an affiliation through which she can build her status

and increase her family's chances for economic advancement because of new

connections. Just as Jehovah's Witnesses continually advance their knowledge and

understandings of the readings, Maria has advanced her position both within the church
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and, in her perception, the migrant community. She has integrated two ways of life into

one that she fmds personally rewarding.

Maria and her family still carry the burden of not speaking English. She and her

husband missed an open house at her daughtefs school because they were unable to

read the announcement the child brought home. She has never taken an English class

and feels that it would be difficult to do so on account of having to watch her children.

In addition, Maria has not yet received proper documentation and resides in the United

States illegally.

As our relationship developed, spending time with Maria became increasingly

more difficult. Certainly my experiences had been very different from those of Maria,

but our worlds ultimately coffided in a way that made it impossible for me to continue as

ethnographer. The fictitious "cultural compartments" that often guide ethnographers and

result in erroneous beliefs in a "separateness" from their informants eventually crumble,

as Rosaldo prescribed. The reason being: "so-called natives do not 'inhabit' a world

fully separate from the one the ethnographers live in" (Rosaldo 1987:45). I found

myself unable to maintain a professional and emotional detachment in the midst of

intense attempts to convert my religious beliefs. For this reason alone, I had to end my

contact with Maria.

As a footnote, Maria and her family did move to a more spacious apartment and

the last I heard she was continuing her visits with other migrants. Although her desire

to improve her situation while in the United States and to avoid Mexicans "who drink

too much" may distance her from the community, she perceives this as a step forward.

Maria expressed happiness with her current lifestyle and that, if nothing else, testifies to

her personal strength to create her own niche in the United States.

Guadalupe Perez

Guadalupe Perez came to the United States from the southwestern state of
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Michoacán, Mexico, six years ago. She returned to Mexico for the first time in

November 1991 but came back to Corvallis in January 1992. Guadalupe is 29 years old

and had a 9 month-old baby girl at the time of our meeting. The Mexican state of

Michoacán produces the greatest number of migrants but, at this time, we cannot be

certain who the people are that migrate and from what part of Michocán they come

(Mummert 1988:281).6 Guadalupe is one of these mysterious individuals.

My friendship with Guadalupe developed gradually as she was the most

reserved of all the people I came to know. She was reticent during our first interview

and was not very comfortable with my use of a tape recorder. She was not willing to

give very specific answers about her past and I am, therefore, unable to pinpoint from

where in Michoacán she migrated. I do know that she is from a very small town in the

central part of the state. Guadalupe has worked in California, Washington, and Oregon

in different types of low-paying employment. She has been out of work since giving

birth and she reported her last yeafs income to be below $5,000.

Guadalupe, at the time of the study, lived with Miguel Garcia Lopez and his

brother, Manuel, who was her boyfriend. The three shared an apartment with very little

furniture. The main room contained only a TV and Nintendo set. The kitchen furniture

consisted of a small table with three old chairs. There was also a back room, which was

used as a bedroom that I never had the opportunity to see. Guadalupe spent most of her

day sitting in the outer room playing with her baby or watching TV in English even

though she cannot understand it.

Guadalupe had previously attended English language classes but most of her

teachers have been unable to speak Spanish, and because of this, she does not feel that

6 "Michoacán es indudablemente una de las entidades que provee el mayor ntimero de migrantes, a

Ia fecha no sabemos con exactitud quiénes se van ni de cutiles zonas del estado provienen" (Mummert
1988:281).
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she learned very much. Guadalupe has retained her Spanish monolingualism

throughout her six years in the United States.

She began her life in the United States in Modesto, California, where she lived

with her sisters and worked in a cannery. It was in Modesto that she met Manuel and

has since travelled about with him. The pair would occasionally split up to work in

different fields. Guadalupe told me that they worked in different apple orchards in

Washington because Manuel was fired from the orchard where Guadalupe had secured

employment. Guadalupe asked me to call the owner of this particular apple orchard to

inquire about his need for apple pickers for the month of September. The owner spoke

no Spanish and I acted as interpreter.

The owner remembered Guadilupe from two years before and said he would be

happy to give her a job as she had done very good work, but he would not have a job

for Manuel. According to the employer, Manuel had left for another orchard before his

contract expired and took several other workers with him. However, Guadalupe told

me that Manuel did not intend to leave for good, just for the weekend, but that the owner

believed he would not return and fired him without waiting to verify Guadalupe's

protest. Because the owner flatly refused to give Manuel a job, Guadalupe was

uncertain what the couple would do, as she could not work alone with the baby and

could not travel north without her daughter. The apple-picking season is normally close

to six weeks.

Since the birth of her baby, Guadalupe's day typically has involved a lot of time

at home. Guadalupe and Miguel were both much better at playing Nintendo than I was

and claimed to have more time to practice. Guadalupe was interested in trying to learn

English and would occasionally prod me to come over and teach her. Each time I visited

the apartment, there was always something new for me to translate: information from

the Department of Motor Vehicles, forms to be filled out for the Women, Infants and
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Children health care program (WIC) or other insurance-type forms. Guadalupe had to

rely on interpreters and translators for this. Because she does not have child care, she

cannot continue with her English classes. The last time she went to a class, she brought

the baby but had to leave in the middle of class because the baby started crying.

Guadalupe kept a journal of English words and their Spanish translations. She

was very meticulous and even included the phonetic speffing of each English word. She

had only five years of schooling in Mexico, and the number of Spanish spelling

mistakes pointed to this deficiency in her education. When Guadalupe read aloud she

had difficulty and several times I had to help her. Interestingly, Guadalupe reported on

the semi-structured interview that she could read and write in Spanish without any

difficulty. I found this self-reporting to be untrue. I tried to practice pronunciation of

English words with Guadalupe but she often became embarrassed and we would move

on to something else.

As our friendship progressed, I was able to learn more about Guadalupe's

private life. She enjoyed playing basketball in Mexico and we used to play together in

Corvallis whenever we could arrange a time. She also felt that she had gained too much

weight during her pregnancy and was anxious to shed a few pounds. Because she was

essentially housebound, she took advantage of any opportunity to do something

different. Guadalupe does not want to live "forever" in the United States as forever is

too long a time-frame. However, she does not feel that she can find employment in

Mexico and views the United States as a place where she will likely spend the majority

of her life. She hopes that her daughter will learn both languages so as to be better

equipped for a life in two very distinct worlds.

Oscar Lewis discusses the Culture of Poverty in his book Five Families:

Mexican Case Studies in the Culture of Poverty. He maintains that abject poverty

engenders a mentality that perpetuates feelings of helplessness and despair that

negativism drives the culture of poverty in a vicious circle that can be broken only with
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modificando los papeles de hombres y mujeres, migrantes y no migrantes, asI como las relaciones
entre los sexos y entre generaciones (Mummert 1988:281).
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great difficulty (Lewis 1959). Lewis, however, overlooks the creative ability of the

individual and the diversity of survival strategies that can be employed. Guadalup&s

case is different from the cases presented in Lewis' book; however, I found her case to

be fairly representative of the people that I came to know. Not only are these individuals

living well below the poverty level, they are also isolated by social and linguistic

barriers. As unwanted newcomers to the U.S. periphery, their isolation is greater than

that experienced by the families in Lewis's book who lived in a slum section outside of

Mexico City. Guadalupe, like the other migrants, did not wallow in self-pity at her

situation. She was rarely negative and was always gracious. Her self-determination is

reflected in the fact that she has persevered for six years in a country that does not

welcome her people.

Guadalupe's role as a female participant in the migration process and as an

integral part of that process has become more active. An increase in women migrating

from Mexico to work in U.S. fields is occurring (Mummert 1988). It will be

important to learn more about women's lives and the different experiences they

encounter in the United States. Although Guadalupe is limited by the same forces that

isolate the majority of migrants, her isolation is worsened by a restricted mobility due to

the birth of her daughter. Thus, not only is she dependent on others for translation and

interpretation, but she also must rely on friends or family to watch the baby when she

needs to go somewhere. Machismo, or a sexist attitude toward gender roles that is

prevalent in Mexico, is still strong among these people. Clearly, the responsibility of

the baby fell to Guadalupe.
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Unique Faces & Similar Reflections

The themes reflected in these case studies center on adaptation to linguistic and

social isolation. Frustration, confusion and restricted social interaction increase

perceptions of isolation and inhibit attempts to utilize available services. Individuals'

reliance on others in order to interact with English-speaking people translates into a

sense of powerlessness. For Miguel Garcia Lopez, this powerlessness was especially

troublesome and ultimately resulted in his decision to return to Mexico. He never did

learn English as his attempts were frustrated by his growing annoyance with this

country's health and legal system. He wanted out.

Guadalupe Perez believed her life in the United States was better, economically

speaking, than her life could be in Mexico. Her powerlessness and relative isolation

were the price she was willing to pay for a more materially comfortable lifestyle. She did

want to learn English eventually, as a method to improve her current situation and will

likely see that her daughter has access to both languages. Maria Sanchez responded to

her isolation by changing her religious orientation and entering another community, that

of Jehovah's Witnesses.

The microlevel, a term I use to refer to the contexts through which the individual

develops his/her experiences, "is not passively shaped by macrolevel forces, but reacts

to these forces, often in ways that change the larger system" (Dewalt & Pelto 1985:5).

Adaptation to circumstances beyond an individual's control occurred in various ways at

the microlevel. Although it does not appear that these people have adapted in ways that

will likely "change the larger system," their collective voice grows louder as their

numbers increase. Corvallis, and many other communities nationwide, will have to

adjust to a growing population of Spanish-spealdng migrants who bring with them not

only a different language but also a different way of life and value system. Service-

oriented professionals would benefit from learning about migrants' situations and
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Given that migrants' individual experiences have been unique, several patterns

emerge to suggest that difficulties have also been shared. Each person has responded to

situations in slightly different ways. As I was only able to include three case studies I

do not draw conclusively from this analysis. Certainly the limitations of this chapter are

the limited number and depth of case studies I included. Future research should include

efforts to increase the scope and breadth of case study research. However, I found the

problems that confront migrants to be similar and reflect the ubiquitous presence of

larger socio-political forces. These case studies expand our understanding of the

individual experience by "treating people as actively creating meanings by improvising

on available themes and by manipulating existing conventions" (Rouse 1989:3 10). Each

person adopted a strategy for survival in an environment that offers little support. The

diversity of the strategies contrasts with the similarity of the difficulties experienced.

We can see, through each case study, the unique faces whose reflections bear a

disconcerting resemblance: the effort needed to survive a common struggle.



CHAPTER IV

Language, Culture and Power

Neither "we" nor "they" are as self-contained and homogenous as we/they once

appeared. All of us inhabit an interdependent late 20th-century world, which is

at once marked by borrowing and lending across porous cultural boundaries,

and saturated with inequality, power and domination.
Renato Rosaldo (1988:87)

Ideological components embedded within the dominant discourse influence

language usage and meaning. Misrepresentations of actual experiences, specifically of

migrant workers, reproduce the oppressive nature of power relations through linguistic

constructs (Weedon 1987). The previous chapters outlined ways in which migrants

have struggled, both successfully and unsuccessfully, to adapt to life in Corvallis,

Oregon. The parameters that define and isolate the community emerge from cultural and

linguistic differences with the dominant society. Inequalities in power and wealth,

inherent in the international capitalist system, further ostracize the Mexican farmworker

from the dominant Anglo-American society. Power, derived from and maintained by

wealth, is manipulated through language.

Control of power and wealth have enabled the core to persistently dominate and

ultimately exploit members of the periphery. This is true on both an international and

national level. Members of the Periphery's (Mexico) periphery (migrants/rural

peasants) axe marginalized in Mexico and further marginalized in the United States

(Galtung 1980). In the United States, recourse to unfair treatment can be achieved

through participation in political and economic discourse in the English language.

Unfortunately, access to such discourse is not only contingent upon an ablilty to speak

English but is also controlled by those in positions of power. Language barriers and

lack of power, therefore, contribute to migrants' exclusion from discourse that

62
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reinforces their peripheral status within the Core (United States).

The migrant has had to react to both the oppressive nature of pervasive social

and political forces operating in the international capitalist system and in Mexico. I have

sought to portray the diversity of adaptive strategies used by the migrant population:

individual reactions ranging from "acceptance through accommodation to resistance"

(Rouse 1990:313). Language and culture not only identify a population but also unite

members of a particular cultural group through shared systems of meaning. Underlying

cultural values unify individuals as they traverse foreign systems of meaning that

frequently conflict with their own. In addition, the Spanish language helps to establish

group membership and offers a comforting familiarity. English-only practices, because

they are intimately tied to power and prestige, magnify the isolation felt by Spanish-only

speakers in the United States.

Weedon writes, "language is not the expression of unique individuality; it

constructs the individual's subjectivity in ways which are socially specific" (1987:21).

In this society, Spanish monolingualism relegates individuals to very specific types of

employment and allows for only minimal social interaction with members of the

dominant society. Gumperz (1982) argues that being able to interact and communicate

necessarily involves sharing. Migrants do not perceive themselves to be in a reciprocal

relationship with the dominant culture. Rather, these people articulate an awareness of

their role in an exploitative economic relationship with the United States. This study

establishes that migrants' confianza or trust for people in authority positions is lacking.

The inhibitions and reticence that accompany this deficiency are exacerbated by racist

ideologies prevalent in U.S. society. Those ideologies, inherent in the dominant

discourse, effectively invalidate the migrants' voice.

The migrant community's use of English is rare and contingent largely upon

interpretative assistance in contexts where inequities in power are readily apparent.
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Although migrants appreciate the value of knowing English, the English language,

because it is used in the dominant discourse, also represents the embodiment of

powerful racist beliefs that encourage exploitation. Herein lies the conflict: migrants

realize the benefits of being able to communicate in the English language; however, the

racism propogated through English increases negative attitudes toward the English

language itself. For migrants, learning English is a complex process riddled with

obstacles and uncertainties that stem from their peripheral position.

How has the relationship between language, culture, and power influenced

experiences in Corvallis? I have demonstrated that difficulties associated with isolation

are woven throughout individual experiences. Clearly, language plays an integral part in

maintaining both real and perceived bounthiries that enhance "separateness." The

migrant must rely on interpreters and translators to complete processes such as obtaining

driving licenses and gaining access to proper medical care. Because Corvallis is

primarily an English-speaking community, their exclusive use of Spanish is commonly

assumed to be their principal communicative impediment and cause for their isolation.

We can see that power operates on both the macro and the microlevel. Powerful

politico-economic processes result in inequities in power in microlevel experiences.

This is well-illustrated by the doctor-patient relationship. Singer maintains, "doctor-

patient interactions are structured by a wider field of class and power relations embedded

within, but not always directly visible from, the narrow confmes of the clinical

setting"(1990: 179). Miguel's experiences with U.S. medical care illuminate migrants'

lack of power and how perceptions of power can discourage utilization of health care.

Mexican workers enter this country with essentially no power. Exploitation of the

worker is common in contexts laden with unmitigated imbalances in power and occurs

all too frequently in Corvallis. In societies like the United States, cultural groups with

distinct ways of life are in competition for control of wealth and power. The Mexican
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migrant is paid for his/her labor at a rate that is less than its value; individuals are easily

taken advantage of because of their marginal position in this society. Few alternatives

exist, and migrants typically submit to unfair pay because this amount usually is greater

than what would be received in Mexico. Thus migrants are economically marginalized

in Mexico and the United States.

The language used in the dominant discourse (i.e. "individual choices within free

contracts") ignores the plight of the underpaid and overworked immigrant laborer

(Weedon 1987:22). Because of its association with this discourse, English is not only

the prestige language variety in the United States but has prestige in other countries as

well. Migrants' experiences are often falsified through the English of capitalistrhetoric.

However, the Spanish language carries prestige in some places. In Mexico, for

example, Spanish has more prestige than the indigenous languages whose speakers

suffer from discriminatory practices. Power, in the United States, is deployed through

English: most Mexicans do not have access to that language.

Although an ability to speak English will aid Mexicans in the United States,

those who can speak English are not likely to escape completely from discrimination.

Migrants that can speak English do not speak a prestige variety because of theirMexican

accent. English spoken with a Mexican accent is looked down upon in the United States.

In addition, while their isolation centers on linguistic differences with the dominant

society, their social position extends beyond language. As the economic periphery is

mapped onto a system of social class, migrants do not escape social marginalization

despite economic advancement. Because language is the chief way we are socialized, it

cannot be separated from other ethnic characteristics. Even Mexican individuals who

grow up learning both languages and speaking a prestige variety of English will

encounter prejudice because of their racial or cultural distinctiveness.

The migrants that I interviewed are cognizant of the helpfulness of knowing

English. They perceived that their problems could be eased significantly with a working
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English to better defend himself and to secure more economically rewarding

employment. Miguel and others have experienced the elusiveness of the "American

dream." However, Miguel firmly believed that an ability to speak English would

substantially improve his social and economic status. I questioned Miguel about his

interest in obtaining a General Education Diploma (GED) in English. His answer

follows:

I am currently attending a class where they practice for the GED. I
want to get a GED, but the teacher, Sue, asked me if I wanted to

get a GED in Spanish because they are able to do it in Spanish

also. But I told her that I didn't want to do it in Spanish. I told her
that if I were going to get a GED, I'd want to get it in English
because I need to know all the questions in English in order to be
able to provide the answer by myself. For example, I know that
there would be parts of either exam that I could do, like math
that is the same in Spanish and English. But the other parts, like
history where they will be asking things I do not know about, for
those parts I need to get the GED in English. This is so that I can
keep studying these things in English after I've received the GED.
Because now I understand exactly what is happening. And if I get
the GED in Spanishwell what good would a GED in Spanish do
me and how would that serve me? But I know that I am going to

get a GED. I will get it and have it safely in English. There is no

other better way.

Miguel believed that obtaining a GED in English would help him to improve his

circumstances. Although he never fmished his GED and returned to Mexico without

being able to speak English, his perception of the linguistic situation in the United

States is shared by others. Miguel was frustrated by his class because his teacher did

not speak Spanish. In fact, when I asked him how much he thoughthe was learning

in these classes, his response was, "poquito" or "very little." I then asked him, "Can

you understand your teacher?" Miguel responded, "I understand very little or rather, I
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am able to understand better a person that speaks a little Spanish because I can then

ask that person to explain things to me that I am confused about. Now, my teacher

doesn't speak any Spanish and I understand very little." This feeling is shared by

manyeven in language classes, a teacher's inability to speak Spanish compounds

pre-existing feelings of uneasiness and isolation. Migrants' confusion and discomfort

are effectively heightened in classes where the instructor speaks no Spanish. People

begin classes with an interest in learning English but do not continue because they

cannot understand what they are being taught. In this way, an imbalance in power and

exclusion from the language of that power are perpetuated.

Recommendations and Suggestions

Local social services axe in a position to modify current methods and practices to

better serve the growing migrant population. Clearly, bilingual personnel and

outreach capability will be critical to any significant improvements in service

effectiveness. The shortage of bilingual employees in Oregon (as well as nationwide)

is appalling, given the large numbers of monolingual Spanish-speakers who work in

Oregon's fields each year. In Corvallis, Adult and Family Services (AFS) has one

employee who has a basic command of the Spanish language and who is inundated

with requests for help. Linn and Benton County AFS have indicated that the number

of Hispanics using their services is increasingand still they have no fluent bilingual

employees to render services effectively. The Oregon State Police has no Spanish-

speaking officers who work in Corvallis. The local Community Services Consortium

reported an increase of 300-400 percent in Hispanic clients. This increase is attributed

to the recent hiring of one Spanish-speaking employee.

In addition to bilingual employees, information needs to be shared with the

migrant community. This will provide individuals with valuable knowledge
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concerning available services and will aid in the cultivation of confianza-based

relationships with social service agencies. The Adult and Family Services Social

Security office has served basically the same client population for a number of years

because it caters to people who tend to stay in the same area. However, AFS also

expressed the need for someone from Immigration Services to clarify ambiguities in

the immigration laws and to answer employees' questions. Social services that are not

well-informed cannot offer adequate help. Confusion persists, therefore, even when

language barriers no longer exist Information must first be clear with social service

agencies so that they can distribute that information to their clientele.

Information should also be printed in Spanish and English whenever possible.

As illuminated in the case of Tomás, who could not read what was printed in English

on the back of his traffic ticket, a Spanish translation would have been extremely

helpful. This is especially crucial given that there is only one Corvallis police officer

who speaks Spanish and no locally stationed Spanish-speaking State Police officers.

Situations involving driving infractions are confusing because communication between

officer and migrant is minimal at best Requirements and regulations printed in

Spanish would ease this confusion and help migrants to resolve their problems

individually. This would also develop positive perceptions of personal power, as

people would not have to be entirely dependent upon an interpreter to make sense of a

confusing situation.

Furthermore, social service employees need to be sensitive to their clients' value

systems and beliefs. Cultural relativity and an ethnosensitivity not only in one-on-one

relationships but also in the design of programs targeted to the Mexican migrant

community are essential to increasing positive perceptions of the accessibility of

programs. I have outlined several areas where individuals need the most help:

language is clearly of primary importance, but confianza, as an element in developing
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successful utilization of available services, should not be overlooked. The ability to

communicate with someone is the first step in establishing a quality relationship.

Without effective communication, local agencies can do little for the client. Trust

tends to follow increased communicative abilities and can be cultivated through

persons who act as mediators between powerful agencies and powerless migrants.

In addition, Adult Education programs should include English language classes

taught by bilingual instructers. Many consultants spoke of the frustration experienced

in ESL classes instructed by a monolingual English-speaking teacher. Adult learners

have special needs and react differently to the classroom experience. This is

particularly true for migrants who have had relatively minimal exposure to the

educational system. The migrants I interviewed attended school for only 5 to 6 years.

Fear of embarrassment and impatience with confusion discourage their attempts to

learn English. The results of this study indicate a clear need for bilingual adult

education classes.

Future research should focus on specific difficulties that Mexicans experience at

different social service agencies. In this way, agencies can continually tailor programs

to satisfy the changing needs of their clients. I was able to uncover general problems

encountered with the English-speaking population in Corvallis through semi-

structured interviews and participant observation. The finalized version of what I

found to be pertinent questions is located in Appendix A. However, as each service

agency deals with certain aspects of migrants' lives, services need to be fmely tuned to

meet those very specialized needs. Future case studies are needed to provide a broader

view of the migrant experience. These case studies can also be used to explore

relationships with specific social service agencies.

More attention should also be given to the gender issues unique to this migrant

population. Women's difficulties should be identified and attempts made to

understand the root of those difficulties. How do traditional age and gender
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hierarchies influence Mexican women's isolation? Browning (1990) argues that

young women are the ones who most often fail to be caught by the traditional family

safety net. The safety net Browning (1990) describes is a conceptualization of the

family-provided support offered to all members of a family. Browning (1990) calls

for a new model that acknowledges that not all family members are caught by this

"net." Women escape the security of the family safety net because their departure

from traditional gender roles places them outside the scope of the net. In the United

States, Mexican women assume different responsibilities and are pulled farther away

from the expectations of peasant life. For example, Guadalupe Perez left her family at

the age of 25 and ventured into California in search of a better way of life. She does

not correspond with her family in Mexico although she stays in touch with a sister

who resides in California. Guadalupe lives with a man who is the father of her

daughter but the couple is not married. She works in the fields and contributes her

earnings to her new household. As she embraces the migrant lifestyle, Guadalupe

assumes new responsibilities. Future studies that center on ways to ease women's

adjustment to their participation in conflicting roles and a foreign society would be

beneficial.

Conclusions

One of the most salient aspects of the migrant community's isolation is its

association with linguistic and cultural differences with the dominant society. Barriers

initially created by language are strengthened by cultural differences: the result is an

increase in the difficulties experienced when attempting to gain access to appropriate

services. Exploitation, engendered by racism, in conjunction with a lack of culturally

valued confianza in U.S. social and legal services, intensifies the migrants'

perceptions of social and economic isolation. Linguistic barriers are not the only
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barriers that surround the migrant community. A sense of cultural distinctiveness

influences perceptions of limitations that grow out of real language barriers.

Clearly, broad politico-economic processes operating on the macrolevel continue

to assert pressure on the microlevel. Described in terms of power struggles laced with

linguistic confusion and economic inequities, migrants' experiences reflect capitalist

manipulation of the periphery and migrants marginalized position within the Core's

periphery. Rosa's assertion that the Corvallis police arbitrarily stop Mexican motorists

reflects her impression of the police's relentless campaign to prohibit the migrant from

driving. I was not able to determine whether or not Rosa's assertion was true.

However, other people voiced similar sentiments. Discriminatory practices,

encouraged by racist individuals in positions of power, undeniably perpetuate

inequities in power and wealth.

In conclusion, the experiences of migrants in Corvallis are structured by

underlying social, economic, educational, and linguistic factors. Local households

clustered together in small groups are sites for the exchange of information as well as

social interaction. Fundamental cultural differences with the dominant U.S. society

restrict social contacts and heighten perceptions of isolation. This thesis reflects an

effort to document those perceptions and to analyze their origins. In order to achieve

successfully both of these goals, I felt it necessary to incorporate migrants' voices and

interpretations of their situation. My interpretations were made drawing from the

related literature, participant observation, and a review of the semi-structured

interviews. It is hoped that the information and analysis provided in this thesis will

benefit those people who made this research possible: the Mexican migrants.
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Appendices



j,Cuándo fue la primera vez que vino a los EEUU y por qué
vino?

LDónde ha vivido en los EEUU?

Cüantas veces ha regresado a Mexico y por cüanto
tiempo?

Qué otros idiomas puede hablar Ud?

Estado civil: nunca casado_
casado
separado
divorciado

,Su esposa/o (novio/a) puede hablar inglés?

En qué pals vive su esposo/a (novio/a)?

En su opiniOn, qOien habla inglés mejor, Ud. o su esposo?

Tiene nifios? SI_ o No_

LCuántos tiene y ciIantos ailos tienen ellos?

Appendix A "Spanish Version of the Questionnaire"

Cuestionario

Fecha

Hombre
Mujer_

Fecha de nacimiento

Dónde nació, en qué municipio y pueblo, y dónde paso su
niñez?
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14. LEn qué pals viven sus nifios y dónde viven ahorita?

15. LSus hijos asisten a una escuela en los EEIJU?

16. LUd. tiene hermanos en los EEUU? SI LCi.Iantos?

No

17. LQué edaIes tienen sus hermanos en los EEUU?

18. j,Sus hermanos que viven en los EEUU viven cerca de Ud.?

19. LPueden hablar inglés sus herinanos?

20. i,Cuántos aflos asistió a la escuela en su pals nativo?

21. Cuando asistió a la escuela (en su pals nativo), ,tuvo algün empleo?

22. LQué tipo de empleo tuvo antes de ilegar a los EEUU?

23. Trabaja ahorita? SI_ No____ LQue tipo de empleo tiene ahorita?

24. LQué tipo de empleo tuvo cuando estuvo en los EEUU la primera vez?

25. Lree Ud. que sus jefes son razonables? SI No

26. LCuánto dinero gana cada año? a. menos de 5 mu dólares
entre Smily 10 mil dólares
entre lOmily2Omil dólares
más de 20 mil dOlares

27. LManda dinero a sus parientes en Mexico? SI..._. No
Si ha dicho que "sI," LCada cuándo?

28. j,Llama por teléfono a sus parientes en Mexico? SI No
LCada cuándo?

29. LUd. tiene una casa en Mexico donde puede quedarse a vivir?
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LCuántas personas viven en la misma casa con Ud. ahorita?

,Todos son parientes? SI No

De todas las personas que viven con Ud., Lcuántas pueden hablar inglés?

LCuánas personas de habla española viven cerca de Ud.(que conozca)?

j,Tiene un televisor? SI No

j,Tiene un radio? SI No

LQu tipo de müsica escucha?

,Ud. está tomando clases de inglés ahorita? SI____ No_

,Le gustarla asistir a una clase de inglés? SI____ No

Hay gente que vive con Ud. que tome clases de inglés?

,Cree que las clases de inglés, en realidad, ayudan a aprender el inglés?

j,Si no ha tornado una clase de inglés, cree que una clase le ayudarIa a aprender el

inglés?

Puede cornprender a su maestro?

LSu maestro habla español? SI No____

Ud. puede leer y escribir español sin problemas? SI_ No

Aqul entre nos, Lcómo se siente en su clase de inglés?

,Qiie es lo que no le gusta de su clase de inglés?



male
female

Date of Birth

Where were you born, in what municipio and town, and where did you pass your

youth?

When did you first come to the U.S. and why did you
come?

Where else in the U.S. have you lived before coming to Oregon?

How many times have you returned to Mexico and how long did you stay each

time?

What languages can you speak?

Marital Status: Single
Married
Separated
Divorced

If you are married, can your spouse speak English?

Does your spouse live with you here?

In your opinion, who speaks better English, you or your spouse?

Do you have children?

How many? How old are they?

Appendix B "English Version of the Questionnaire"

Questionnaire

Date
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14. Do any of your children live with you here?

15. Do your children attend school in the U.S.?

16. Do you have brothers and sisters in the U.S.? How many?

17. How old are your brothers or sisters in the U.S.?

18. Do they live near you?

19. Can your brothers or sisters speak English?

20. How many years did you attend school in your native countly?

21. Did you work while you were in school?

22. What job did you have before coming to the U.S.?

23. Do you work now? If so, what do you do?

24. When you first caine to the United states what type of employment did you have?

25. Do you feel your employers treat you well at work?

26. Is your income: a. less than $5,000 a year
between $5,000-1O,000
between $ 10,000-20,000

over $20,000

27. Do you send money back home to relatives? If so, how

frequently?

28. Do you call home to your relatives in your native country? How

often?

29. Do you have a house in Mexico where you could live?

30. Do you plan on eventually returning to your native country?
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How many people live in the same house as you?

Are they all relatives?

How many of the people you live with can speak English?

How many Spanish speakers are in your neighborhood?

Do you have a television?

Do you have a radio?

What type of music do you listen to?

Are you taking any ESL classes now?

Would you like to take an ESL class?

Are any of the people living with you enrolled in ESL classes?

Do you feel your ESL classes are helpful to you in learning English?

If you have never taken an ESL class, do you feel an ESL class would help you
learn English?

Can you understand your instructor?

Can your instructor speak Spanish?

Can you read and write Spanish without any problems?

Overall, how do you feel about your ESL class?

If you could change one aspect of your ESL class, what would it be?


